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FACULTY 



Administration 

Dr.  Michael  Harvey Mr.  Layne  Millington Mr.  Daniel  Richards 

Secretarial  Staff 

Carolyn  Bunyon Nancy  Fedan Cynthia  Femino 
Judy  Glover 

Debra  Patti 
Carole  Sceppa 
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William  Pappazisis Arto  Asadoorian 

Fine  &   Performing  Arts 

Danette  English  Sean  Landers 



Foreign  Language 

Janice  Darias  Fiona  Crimmins  Brian  Dunn  Rebecca  El-Gamel 

Adrienne  Talamas Colleen  Foley Gabrielle  Garschina Ben  Gerson 

Renee  Walsh Xin  Yu 
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James  Brown Emily  Minty Amanda  Rei 

Guidance Nurse 

Amy  Todeschini Sherri  Turner 
Patsy  MacKinnon 

Faculty 



Language  Arts 

Risa  Carp 

Lindsey  Rinder Martha  Bloom Kaitlin  Brandt 

Kristin  Comment ssa  Goodrich Lisa  Hurtubise 

Ann  Marie  Wayne Mark  Reynolds  Tracie  Santiago Andrea  Kalember 
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Mathematics 

Patty  Soliozy Robert  Antonellis  Christopher  Calico Rersty  Dearden 

Faculty 
•**»- 
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Mathematics  (cont.) 

Diane  Lints  Jessica  Loud  Anne  Mullany  Heidi  Naumes 

Seema  Patel  Christina  Virgilio 
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METCO  Library 

Faculty 



ESL 

Physical  Education 

Jim  Davis 
Stacie  Marino Sarkis  Asadoorian 

Psychologist 

Eileen  Wiznitzer Melissa  Glotzbecker 

Melissa  Latham 

Food  Service 
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Lawrence  Weathers Eric  Berg 

Science 

Bonnie  Chen Deb  Darlington Christine  John Marc  Lefebvre 

Suzanne  Lijek John  Loosmann Jean  Manes 
Patricia  Partridge 

Faculty 



Science  (cont.) 

Amanda  Rivera Rebecca  Sansom 
Stacey  Williams Cheryl  Wilson 

Social  Studies 

Jennifer  Bain  Eric  Berkman 

Kathryn  McCahe Deborah  McDevitt Alice  Melnikoff Kelly  Prevost 
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Jeff  Shea Amanda  Snow 
Josh  Streit John  P.  Sullivan 

Eileen  White  Gregory  Bruce 



Technology 
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Steve  Mazzola 

Natasha  Bochkov 

Bob  Coate 

Dan  Downey 

Monty  Hitschler 

John  Parkinson 
Richard  Preston 

Shuchita  Rao 

Phil  Sullivan 

Christine  Trischitta 
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Dan  Abram 

Never  tardy  for  the  party 

It's  been  a   long  four  years  and  I   am  glad  I 
got  to  spend  it  with  some  of  the  best  friends 
ever.  I   have  made  great  memories  and  am 

looking  forward  to  making  many  more. 

TEAM  NENE  2010!  "Who  gon'  check  me 
boo?"  Shout  out  to  the  post  confirmation 
crew,  i   love  every  one  of  you  guys.  I   wish 
everyone  in  the  class  of  2010  success  on 

whatever  they  decide  to  do  in  life. 

Hannah  Ahlblad 

Carpe  diem.  Congratulations  everyone! 

Yuliya  Aleksandrov 

Marie  Alexander 

My  wish,  for  you,  is  that  this  life  becomes 
all  that  you  want  it  to,  your  dreams  stay 

big,  your  worries  stay  small.  Rascal  Flatts 
Good  Luck  Class  of  2010! 

Margot  Alexander 

Jelliot 
Whats  cornin'  will  come  and  we'll  meet  it 
when  it  does.  J.  K.  Rowling  Love  you  XC 
team!  Good  luck  next  season.  91.  Love 

you  my  chubies.  Keeping  Mum.  The  blond 

won't  die  out  of  you!  Good  night  spinach, 
dinosaur  noises. 

Phartine,  love  you  to  death. 
Ben,  good  luck  with  life  after  college! 

Char,  good  luck  with  everything,  you're awesome! 

Alexandra  Alfonso 

Got  the  radio  on,  my  old  blue  jeans,  And 

I'm  wearing  my  heart  on  my  sleeve  Feeling 
lucky  today,  got  the  sunshine,  Could  you 

tell  me  what  more  do  I   need?  And 

tomorrows  just  a   mystery,  but  that's  okay tswift  named  cars,  gvilles,  gs,  nbs,  gfi, 

enve,  wdt,  msof,  summer  nights,  xy,  sgnb, 

yotpwygsas,  pv,  traffic  cone,  soj,  do  i?, 
semi,  dont  wanna  miss  a   thing,  bgt,  squid, 

gc,  ...YO  DIG  to  the  girls  who  know  exactly 
what  i   am  talking  about :) 
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Kenneth  Alperin 

Class  Treasurer,  9-11 
Varsity  Ski  Captain,  12 

I   want  to  thank  my  family,  especially  my 
mom,  dad,  and  my  brother  James,  as  well 
as  my  friends  for  their  love  and  support.  I 
also  want  to  wish  everyone  in  the  Class  of 

2010  the  best  of  luck! 

Lyle  Leonard  Analetto 

Summers  in  the  Cape  Time  spent  with 

cousins  Halloween  '09  Hanging  out  in 
Milo's  room  Learning  Korean  (except  not 
really)  GOOD  LUCK  TO  EVERYONE!!! 

"If  you  are  lucky  enough  to  find  a   way  of 
life  you  love,  you  have  to  find  the  courage 

to  live  it." 

-John  Irving 

Cody  Anderson 
Rodey  Tanderson,  Chode 

"Go  confidently  in  the  direction  of  your 

dreams.  Live  the  life  you  have  imagined. "- 
HDT  Thanks  to  my  family  for  helping  me 

all  the  years  and  teaching  me  how  to  be 
strong,  right  from  wrong,  and  most 

importantly  how  to  live.  Vogan  bros,  Cathy 
Cakes,  teammates  and  all  else  best  of 

luck  to  you  in  the  different  paths  we  will 
take.  Remember  the  past,  live  your 

dreams 

Abigail  Ananian 

Abby 

"Never  lie,  steal,  cheat,  or  drink.  But  If  you 
must  lie,  lie  in  the  arms  of  the  one  you 

love.  If  you  must  steal,  steal  away  from 

bad  company.  If  you  must  cheat,  cheat 
death.  And  if  you  must  drink,  drink  in  the 

moments  that  take  your  breath  away" 
-Will  Smith 

fock  1-4  lax  1-4  Thanks  friends  &   fam. 

Katy,  I   wonder  if  we'll  be  in  a   fight  when 
you  read  this?  I   know  you'll  miss  me  the 

most.  Congrats  class  of  2010! 

Leili  Ansari 

Class  of  2010 



Stephanie  Arce- Villon 
Ainara  Arcelus Mike  Arciprete 

If  you  don't  like  something,  change  it. 

[Maya  Angelou]  And  if  you  can't  change  it, then  O,  happy  dagger! 

Thanks  to  my  friends  and  family  for  all  the 

support.  Good  luck  Class  of  2010. 

30  Belmont  High  School 

Most  of  our  life  is  a   series  of  images,  that 
pass  us  by  like  towns  on  the  highway,  but 

sometimes  a   moment  stuns  us  as  it 

happens  and  this  instant  is  more  than  a 
fleeting  image.  We  know  that  this  moment, 

every  part  of  it  will  live  on  forever. -One  Tree  Hill 

Thank  you  to  my  Mom  &   Dad,  Joseph, 
Nayiri,  &   Shant,  for  always  being  there  for 

me.  AA.AM.AKL.AW.CE.JH.MS.  We 

always  have  the  best  times  together! 

XOXO  Congratulations  and  best  of  luck 
Class  of  2010! 



Leslie  Baker 

Slie 

Troy:  That’s  one  of  my  biggest  fears.  Abed: 
What  is?  Troy:  if  I   like,  woke  up  as  a   donut. 

Abed:  You  would  eat  yourself?  Troy:  I 

wouldn't  even  question  it.  -Community  Ned: 
Everyone  wants  stuff.  We  wake  up 

everyday  with  a   list  of  wishes  a   mile  long 
and  maybe  we  spend  our  lives  trying  to 
make  those  wishes  come  true.  But  just 

because  we  want  them  doesn't  mean  we 
need  them  to  be  happy.  -Pushing  Daisies 
Hakuna  Matata,  what  a   wonderful  phrase. 

Hunter  Bennett 

Robert  Bartalini 

Liana  Bernt 

You  have  brains  in  your  head.  You  have 
feet  in  your  shoes.  You  can  steer  yourself 

in  any  direction  you  choose.  You're  on 
your  own.  And  you  know  what  you  know. 

You  are  the  guy  who'll  decide  where  to  go. -Dr.  Seuss 

Karina  Bekelian 

Our  deepest  fear  is  not  that  we  are  inadequate. 
Our  deepest  fear  is  that  we  are  powerful  beyond 
measure.  It  is  our  light,  not  our  dark  that  most 
frightens  us.  Your  playing  small  does  not  sen/e 
the  world.  There  is  nothing  enlightened  about 

shrinking  so  that  other  people  won't  feel  insecure 
around  you.  We  are  all  meant  to  shine  as 

children  do.  It's  not  just  in  some  of  us;  it's  in 
everyone.  And  as  we  let  our  own  lights  shine,  we 
unconsciously  give  other  people  permission  to 
do  the  same.  As  we  are  liberated  from  our  own 

fear,  our  presence  automatically  liberates  others. -Coach  Carter 

Constantines  (C.J.)  Bitsikas 

Gyro  M unchaah 
"Failure  is  not  fatal,  but  failure  to  change 

might  be" 

-   John  Wooden 

Thanks  to  my  Mom,  Dad,  Brother,  Family, 
Friends,  and  Mr.  Bruno  for  everything 

throughout  my  years  of  school. 
Good  Luck  Class  of  2010! 

Class  of  2010 
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Symone  Amalia  Blake 
Mona,  Simi 

Thank  you  to  my  Mom,  Dad,  Grandma  and  other 
family  members  for  helping  me  through  my  high 

school  years.  I   have  learned  so  much  about 
myself  over  the  years.  I   will  always  cherish  my 
friendships  and  bonds  with  my  teachers  that  I 
have  formed.  Do  not  follow  where  the  path  may 
lead.  Go,  instead,  where  there  is  no  path  and 

leave  a   trail.  -Ralph  Waldo  Emerson- 
Be  the  change  that  you  want  to  see  in  the  world 

-Mohandas  Gandhi-  R   I   P   Papa  -   I   know  you  can 
not  be  with  me  physically  on  my  graduation  day 

but  you  are  with  me  in  spirit. 
Good  Luck  Class  of  2010,  WE  DID  IT! 

Alison  Bowler 

Erin  Bleck 

All  our  dreams  can  come  true,  if  we  have 

the  courage  to  pursue  them. -   Walt  Disney 

We  all  have  dreams  and  I   hope  all  of  them 
come  true.  No  matter  how  hard  life  may 

seem,  the  challenge  and  the  pursuit  to  get 
what  we  wish  is  the  most  exciting  part. 

Congratulations  Class  of  2010. 

Henry  Broege 

Leah  Blenkhorn 

FH'09.  I   couldn't  have  made  it  this  far 
without  my  family  supporting  me  the 

whole  way,  I   love  you  all  so  much. 

/ 

Josh  Brostoff 

Pick  the  day.  Enjoy  it... The  day  as  it 
comes.  People  as  they  come.  The  past,  I 

think,  has  helped  me  appreciate  the 

present  and  I   don't  want  to  spoil  any  of  it 
by  fretting  about  the  future. 

Audrey  Hepburn 

To  family  and  friends  -   Much  love  and 
thanks. 

To  all  -   Good  luck  and  Best  Wishes. 

Original  eight-The  three  Herbivores,  Tron, 
No  Juice,  Assistant  principle,  Weeno 

Home  base, -I'll  be  back.  Saucy  Taucy  We 

keep  is  saucy  O'Doyle  Rules!  The  List 
Middlesex  League  Champion  08-09  Cup 
Fights  Snakehill  Woos  Good  Times  Bel 

High,  best  of  luck  to  all  you  guys 
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Deane  Buckley 

Every  day  is  a   fresh  beginning,  and  every 
morning  is  the  world  made  new. 

-Susan  Coolidge 
Though  inland  far  we  be,  our  souls  have 
sight  of  that  immortal  sea  which  brought 

us  hither. 

-William  Wordsworth 
Best  of  Luck  Class  of  2010  and 

Thanks  for  the  Memories 

Andrew  Carey 

Joseph  Canina 

Benjamin  Carlson 

Dane  Caracino 

Captain  Zdeno 
Great  moments  are  born  from  great 

opportunities.  -Herb  Brooks  Gotta  Thank  My 
Boys  For  All  The  Good  Times.  Jarro, 

Genevieve,  Jeremy,  Medusa,  Sigmund, 

Janet,  The  Wyoming.  Hockey  1-4  Captain, 
Lax  1-4,  Helms  Deep,  The  Shire,  Yakfest, 

4Days  Strong  and  The  Bucket,  BLW, 
Football  Stands,  Cape,  CT09,  Staffs,  Zoo, 

Spyro,  Dizzy,  Rock  Meadow  6   Thanks  Mom, 
Dad,  Devin,  love  you  guys,  and  everyone 
else  who  has  helped  me  along  the  way. 

Danielle  Carter 

"All  of  our  dreams  will  come  true...  if  we 

have  the  courage  to  persue  them"  To  all 
my  friends  and  family,  Thank  you  for 

everything,  I   love  you! 

"This  isn't  the  end  it  is  just  the  beginning" 
Congradulations  Class  of  2010!! 

Class  of  2010 
•w- 



Lillian  Casey 
Maria  Casey 

Jerway  Chang 

Michelle  Chiavetta 

"People  change,  things  go  wrong,  just 

remember,  life  goes  on."  Mom,  Dad, 
Kevin,  and  Carolyn  thanks  for  all  your 
support.  To  all  my  friends,  I   love  you, 

Thanks  for  being  there.  Another  Monday 
night  Live,  Laugh,  Love  Map<3 

Good  luck  Class  2010 

Yesterday  is  history,  tomorrow  is  a 
mystery,  but  today  is  a   gift.  That  is  why  it 

is  called  the  present.  -Kung  Fu  Panda  Life 
is  ours  to  be  spent,  not  to  be  saved.  -D.  H. 
Lawrence  Life  is  like  a   game  of  cards.  The 
hand  that  is  dealt  you  is  determinism;  the 

way  you  play  it,  is  free  will.  -Jawaharlal Nehru  Thanks  to  Mom,  Dad,  Enchi,  and  all 

my  friends!  Remember  our  good  times 
together,  and  now  show  the  world  who  we 

are.  Good  Luck  Class  of  10! 

Eva  Chiu 

You're  scared  because  if  you  try  and  fail, 
there's  only  you  to  blame.  Well,  Missy,  let 
me  break  this  down  for  you,  Bobbo-style. 
Life  is  scary.  Get  used  to  it.  There  are  no 

magical  fixes.  It's  all  up  to  you.  So  get  up 
off  your  keister,  get  out  of  here,  and  go 

start  doin'  the  work.. .Nothing  in  this  world 
that's  worth  having  comes  easy. 
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Catherine  Brittany  Christensen 
Kate,  Katie 

I   have  been  able  to  stand  on  the  shoulders 

of  literal  giants  -   Madre,  Daddy,  Matthew, 
Elizabeth,  Ann,  Michael  and  Spencer  - 1 
love  and  owe  you  so  much.  Thank  you  to 

my  friends,  teammates,  teachers,  coaches  and 

advisors.  It's  taken  a   village;  I   appreciate  you 
immeasurably  and  will  remember  you  always! 

“A  candle  loses  nothing  by  lighting 
another  candle."  Thanks  to  all  of  you  for  lighting 

my  candle  in  so  many  ways. 

Esse  quam  videri. 

Brian  Conneely 
BigBri 

Never  be  afraid  to  do  something  new. 
Remember,  amateurs  built  the  ark; 

professionals  built  the  titanic.  Football  1-4 

Captain*  Wrestling  2-4  Thank  you  so 
much  to  my  Mom  Grandparents  and 

Deirdra  for  supporting  me  through  the  past 
years,  I   Love  you  all!!!!  Thanks  to  my  boys. 
JMT  JC  AM  CJB  Uncle  Gary!  We  cant  be 
stopped  if  we  dont  want  to  be.  ;)  So  many 

great  times  and  more  to  come. 
Good  Luck  Class  of  2010!! 

Jordan  A.  Clary 

Vincent  Cortina 

Vmn)>,  Tina 

Football  1-4  Captain,  Basketball  1-4, 

Baseball  1-4  Dont  worry  Wilson,  I'll  do  all 
the  paddling.  You  just  hang  on. 

Thanks  to  Dad,  Mom  and  Stephanie. 
Good  Luck  Class  of  2010. 

Class  of  2010 

Jessica  Chu 

Kevin  Corsino 

To  my  loving  family  who  has  always  been 
there  for  me,  Mom,  Dad,  BJLK  love  you  all 

and  thanks  for  all  the  support.  To  my 
friends,  let  the  good  times  keep  on  rolling, 

and  here's  to  Monday  Nights  ...  "When 

your  hourglass  runs  out  of  sand,  You  can't 
flip  it  over  and  start  again.  Take  every 

breathe  God  gives  you  for  what  its  worth." -   K.Chesney 

Best  of  Luck  Class  of  2010 



Garrett  Cunningham Alana  Curran 

John  Curro 

V   Football,  Chilean  Cup  Champs,  Chesney  '08  + 
'09,  Somerville  Top  Floor  Crew,  St.  Patty's 

Weekend  '09,  BDS  Roof  +   Poolhop,  Snakehill, 
Team  Skroal. 

Special  thanks  to  my  family  and  my  best  friends. 

“So  I've  been  tryin'  to  slow  it  down,  been  trying  to 
take  it  all  in.  In  this  here  today,  gone  tommorow 

this  world  we're  livin'  in"  -Chesney 

Congrats  Class  of  2010!  Now  they  show 
you  how  detergents  take  out  bloodstains, 

a   pretty  violent  image  there.  I   think  if 

you've  got  a   T-shirt  with  a   bloodstain  all 
over  it,  maybe  laundry  isn't  your  biggest 

problem,  boom  roasted  12/24/04 

Mario  Daaboul Xue  Dai Sherry 

There  is  no  end  to  it. 

Julia  Davidovitz 
Juju,  Jules,  Jewjy 

"It  has  begun.  My  destiny.  It's  a   little 
sooner  than  expected.,,1  had  this  whole 

section  on  civic  pride."  Mom,  Steven  - 1 
love  you.  Never  change.  Actually  Steve, 

shave  your  beard.  Pop  -   Miss/Love  you 

always.  CHUBIES  -   Don't  lose  touch. 
Wo  ai  ni.  they  say  you  can't  take  it  with 

you/but  i   think  that  they're  wrong 
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Sarah  DeGiacomo Adam  Deranian 

"If  I   could  just  leave  my  body  for  the  night. 
It's  the  trees  of  this  day  that  I   do  battle  with 

for  the  light."  -Animal  Collective 

Oscar  Derderian,  III 

OD "...I  am  leaving  to  take  command  of  my 

troops,  and,  with  God's  help  and  their 
valor,  I   hope  soon  to  drive  the  enemy 

beyond  the  frontier."  -Napoleon  Bonaparte 

Aliya  Dincer Virginia  Donaire 

—L. 

Michael  DeStefano 
G.l.  STANO 

I   am  blessed  with  the  greatest  gift  anyone 

could  ever  receive,  my  family's  never 
wavering  belief  in  me.  Mom,  Dad,  Ant, 

Nick,  Gina,  Yia  Yia,  Nonna  &   Boss-  Love 
you  all.  Thanks  for  everything.  ManoMET 

best  times  of  my  life.  Candelinos-  Thanks 
&   Love  you  guys.  My  Boys  -   so  many  good 

times.  PW  since  day  one.  The  G.l. 
Performances  &   all  The  Ladies. 

Good  Luck  2010 

"Sapphire  and  faded  jeans,  I   hope  you  get 

your  dreams. ..You're  gonna  find  yourself 

somewhere,  somehow." -Corinne  Bailey  Rae 

Class  of  2010 

•   -w- 



Kasara  Donnelly 

"I  walk.  I   talk.  I   shop.  I   sneeze.  I'm  gonna 
be  a   fireman  when  the  floods  roll  back.” 

-   Buffy  The  Vampire  Slayer 

"Love  is  nothing  by  itself.  Love  is  nothing 
without  you  there  to  feel  it.” 
-   Martin  Amis  oven  toasted 

L   
Devon  Dubost Grace  Durkin 

"Enjoy  when  you  can,  and  endure  when 
you  must”  "another  monday  night"  "Thank 

you  to  my  family  for  all  your  support" 
"Good  Luck  Class  of  2010!!!!!" 

Sam  Efthim 

Live  every  day  with  purpose. 
Thank  you  everyone! 

Nanci  Eggleston 

Eggleston 
swim  &   dive.  Laugh  at  yourself,  but  don't 
ever  aim  your  doubt  at  yourself.  Be  bold. 
When  you  embark  for  strange  places, 

don't  leave  any  of  yourself  safely  on  shore. 
Have  the  nerve  to  go  into  unexplored 

territory.  -   Alan  Alda  "I  realize  your  laugh  is 
the  best  sound  I   have  ever  heard."  TS 

Caroline  Ekchian 

Every  day  is  an  open  page  A   brand  new 
start  a   fresh  clean  slate  Given  to  me  Now 

it's  up  to  me  Find  my  best  to  lose  my  worst 

I   try  to  heal  the  things  I   hurt  But  I   don't mean  to  I   know  I   need  to  Make  my 
mistakes  and  leave  them  in  the  past  Make 

the  most  of  every  chance  I   have  Thanks  to 

my  family  and  friends  for  your  love  and 
support  throughout  the  last  four  years. 
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Andrew  El-Hayek 
Jack,  Yack 

Thanks  to  all  my  teachers,  friends  and 
family  who  made  my  high  school 

experience  wonderful.  "We  must  use  time 
wisely  and  forever  realize  that  the  time  is 

always  ripe  to  do  right."-  Nelson  Mandela 
Partridge  Family  Yackfest  ‘08  MA! 

THE  MEATLOAF! 

Ayla  ErdoS'Steinberg 
A   yler,  Bay  la,  A   yra 

If  you  dont  speak  up,  how  is  the  world 

supposed  to  know  you  exist?  friendies- 

you're  a   huge  bunch  of  chubiz  <3  wo  ai  nil! 
parentals-  shanks  for  birthing  me!  i   love 
you  simper  rae  and  julian-  thanks  for 
putting  up  with  me.  love  you  both  too 

squirrr-  dats  a   HUGE  couch.  91  well 
always  have  each  other  josh  <3 

Olivia  Eschenbach-Smith 
Liv,  Livy,  Bach,  Chewy 

Experience  is  not  what  happens  to  you;  it's 
what  you  do  with  what  happens  to  you.  - 
Aldous  Huxley  XC  08-09  You  girls  are  all 

so  great,  keep  on  running!  Thank  you 
Mom,  Dad,  Phia,  and  Bennett.  You  all 
mean  the  world  to  me.  I   loved  making 

banana  pancakes  with  you. 

Charles  Angelo  Ferraro 
Chuck 

Jason  Faller Shaunt  Fereshetian 

Congrats  '10  The  saddest  thing  in  life  is  wasted  talent, 
and  the  choices  that  you  make  will  shape 

your  life  forever.  Bronx  Tale 

Baseball  (1-4),  Golf  (1-4),  Basketball 
(1 ,2,4)  Mom,  Dad,  Julie,  thanks  for  all  your 

support  through  the  years.  To  all  my 
friends,  thanks  for  an  enjoyable  4   years 

and  good  luck  next  year. 
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Bacall  Furmaniuk 

Annmarie  Fransen 

Annmo,  Shmo 

BBall  1   -4  capt  Sball  1   -4  capt  11108 
Chubies-  love  you  all.  Keep  in  touch.  You 

won't  (I  wish  you  would).  Mom,  Dad,  Mike 
(and  Max)-  Thank  you  for  always  being 

there  for  me.  I   love  you  all.  Mom-  my  best 
friend  for  the  past  18  years.  More 

basketball  to  come,  don't  worry.  Love  you 
so  much.  Miss/Love  you  always  Grandpa. 
“And  I'll  take  with  me  the  memories  To  be 

my  sunshine  after  the  rain,  It's  so  hard  to 

say  goodbye  to  yesterday." 

Brianna  Gallagher 
Brannah,  Bam  Bam 

"Well,  in  the  end  my  friend,  we  will  all  be 
together  again"  to  my  friends-  thank  you 
for  all  the  incredible  times...  mf,  kk-  since 
the  beginning,  love  you  girls  chubi  love 

forever :)  mom  and  dad  (and  rocky!)- 

thank  you  for  everything,  I'll  always  love 
you  guys  we've  been  through  so  much 

together,  congrats  class  of  2010! 

Mira  Fung 

"I  woke  today,  felt  another  way,  I'm  free  in 

my  mind  to  fly"  friends-  thank  you  and  love 
you  forever  bg-k-12  ms-iLove  jh-you're  my 

person.  Good  luck  Class  of  2010! 

Robert  Galvin 
Bo 

Varsity  Hockey,  The  Goombas,  Maine 
Tournament,  Rock  Meadow  6,  Woos, 
Winns  Basement,  Chevy  Blazer,  Jiggs 

List,  Tailgating,  DePasquales,  Hubbard 
Fridays,  Freshman  Football,  Chesney 

Concerts,  Kid  Rock  Concert,  Wareham, 

Togas,  Ice  Cream  at  Center  Ice,  O'Doyle 
Rules,  MAGGIE,  HHM  MJ  ZP  MD  BH 
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Steven  Golden 
Carey  Goldman 

The  Bear 
Micah  Goldberg 

Got  To  Thank  My  Family,  And  Everyone  That 
Flas  Helped  Me  Along  The  Way  As  Well  As  All 

My  Boys  For  All  The  Good  Times  Jarro, 
Genevieve,  Jeremy,  Medusa,  Janet,  The 

Wyoming,  Sigmund  Helms  Deep,  YakFest, 
4Days  Strong  and  The  Bucket,  The  Wooz, 

CT09,  Original  Frankie  Fridays,  Football  Stands, 
BLW,  The  Cape,  Staffs,  Zoo,  LGP,  Spyro,  Dizzy, 

N05G  Damonica  Swimming  4   Years  and  Lax  4 
Word  Years  GOOD  TIMES  BEL  HIGH 

Good  Luck  2010 

Lily  Goldstein PaLtl  Goodman 
Nicky  Gosselin 

Our  battered  suitcases  were  piled  on  the 
sidewalk  again;  we  had  longer  ways  to  go. 

But  no  matter,  the  road  is  life. -Jack  Kerouac 

Girls  Varsity  Soccer 

Division  II  North  Champions  2008. 

I   love  you  girls!  I'm  over  it  '09. 

Class  of  20 10 
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Sidonie  Gras 
Donie 

So  much  changes  in  a   year  but  thanks  to 
all  my  friends  for  being  there  for  me,  love 
you  guys. ...THE  Monday  night  and  many 
more  <3  Papa  et  maman,  merci  pour 

tout.  VG&A  j'ai  hate  de  vous  revoir,  je 
vous  aime!  Congratulations  2010! 

Josh  Greenspan 
Greeny 

Daje'  N.  Gray-Tyler 
Da-Da 

&l  am  outta  HERE  4   years... I   did  it. 

•SHOUT-OUTS  to  my  LOVESS* 
Alexcia.Kiara, Jackie, &Sam&MY  BABIESSS: 

Kayce(sistah),Taylor(SIS),Rashaud(Boo-Boo), 
Kathleen  (My  Google  me  baby) 

We've  been  through  a   lot  together&we 
gunna  go  through  so  much  more  ILV. 

Class  Of  2010  I   have  had  a   good  4   years  with  you  guys&l 

wouldn't  want  to  have  it  any  other  way.  Hope  you  all 
succeed&have  a   long  fulfilled  life.  I   sure  will  miss  everyone. 

THANK  YOU  MOMMY&DADDY 

there's  no  parents  like  mines!!! 
-MS. Daje'  N-Danika.-Love  it  or  Leave  it- 

“Dream  as  if  you'll  live  FOREVER, 

live  as  if  you'll  die  TODAY.” 

Michael  Griffin 

Griffindor,  Grif 

Ben  Green 

Don't  sweat  the  petty  things  and  don't  pet 
the  sweaty  things.  -George  Carlin 

Eric  Grigorian 
GRIGGS 

I   want  to  be  what  I've  always  wanted  to  be: 
dominant.  -Tiger  Woods  JBLA  Golf: 

messy.  Some  things  are  once  in  a   lifetime 

Ayla  <3 

What  a   great  four  years.  I'm  going  to  miss 
all  of  you.  Keep  living  it  up.  Run  fast  and keep  it  peppy. 

Do  not  go  where  the  path  may  lead;  go 
instead  where  there  is  no  path  and  leave  a 

trail  -Ralph  Waldo  Emerson 
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Leonid  Grinberg 

"I  saw  the  best  minds  of  my  generation 
destroyed  by  madness,  starving  hysterical 
naked,   with  the  absolute  heart  of  the 

poem  of  life  butchered  out  of  their  own 

bodies  good  to  eat  a   thousand  years.”  -- 
Allen  Ginsberg,  Howl 

Elizabeth  Halprin 

Kevin  Guebenlian  Mari  K.  Hackett 

There  is  something  you  must  always 
remember,  you  are  braver  than  you 
believe,  stronger  than  you  seem,  & 

smarter  than  you  think.-Winnie  the  Pooh 

Mom,  Dad,  DA,  &   Ani-Thank  you!  I'd  be  no 
where  with  out  you  Nani,  Baba  &   the 
Krafians,  Thanks  for  all  the  support! 

BioFam  Kris&Mads,  couldn't  have  done  it 
without  you  two  <3 

Class  of  2010  we  made  it,  thank  you  all  for 

an  amazing  4   years!  If  you  can  dream  it, 

you  can  do  it-Walt  Disney 

Esther  Hamburger Christopher  Hancock 

This  blurb  is  dedicated  to  my  family  and 
friends  for  putting  up  with  me  for  so  long, 
and  to  Mr.  Dunn  for  (nearly)  never  getting 

mad  at  me. 

Sorry  I   never  learned  verb  tenses! 

You  can  take  the  kid  out  of  Bel  High,  but 

you  can't  take  Bel  High  out  of  the  kid. 

"Don't  be  so  amazing  or  I'll  miss  you 

too  much.'1 

Class  of  2010 
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Erika  Harimoto 

Christopher  Hawkins 

hawk,  hawknessmonster ,   bawkins,  chawk-ins, 
hawk  de  hawk 

Thank  you  to  my  family  and  friends  I   never 
would  have  made  it  without  you  guys 

especially  my  buddy's  Jp,  Kelly,  Dan,  Matt 
and  Caroline  :)  no  one  could  replace  my 
mom  but  you  guys  saved  me  every  time. 

Thanks! 

Julia  Harris 

Take  two  truths  and  keep  them  in  your 

pocket.  Let  one  be:  I   am  dust  and  ashes. 
And  the  other:  For  my  sake  the  world  was 

created.  That's  a   Jewish  proverb,  right 
there.  I   am  thankful  for  the  past  four  years, 

humbling  and  empowering  moments  alike. 
Hugs  and  love  to  the  distance  team,  the 
A.P.  Artists,  the  Jew  Crew,  and  all  the 

other  people  with  whom  I   have  shared 
good,  bad,  and  mediocre  times;  I   wouldnt 

have  chosen  anybody  else. 

Hayden  Hawks-Mayer 

Original  Eight,  Winns  Basement,  The 
Woods,  Snake  hill,  Day  school,  15  foot 

flames,  the  BASE,  Principle  Team,  Varsity 
Hockey,  Goombas,  Pool  Hoping, 

Wellington,  Team  Asian  American  club, 
The  List,  Partridge  family,  LGP,  Top 

Cheese  Fiesta,  YAKFEST,  O'Doyle 
Rules!,  Green  Machines,  Ice  Cream  at 

Center  Ice,  BLW,  China  Trip,  Chilean  Cup 

Timothy  Hatch 

Yves  Florcie  Cassandre  Hilaire 

Cassie,  Cassou,  Cassa,  Flor 

“Everything  happens  for  a   reason!  Nothing 
happens  by  chance  or  by  means  of  good 

luck.The  successes  and  downfalls  that  you 

experience  can  create  who  you  are,  and  the  bad 

experiences  can  be  learned  from...."  In  fact  "the 
past  is  behind,  learn  from  it.  The  future  is  ahead, 

prepare  for  it.  The  present  is  here,  leave  it."- Thomas  S.Monson  Thanks  to  my  parents  that 
pushed  me  all  the  way  through,  you  guys  are  my 
role  models.  Thanks  to  my  friends  that  supported 
me  through  good  and  bad  times.  I   love  you  guys. 

Congratulations  to  the  class  of  2010. 
We  made  it  and  good  luck!!! 
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Seung  Hong 
Seungy 

Nadia  Hunedy Colin  Hunsberger 

BHS  boys  soccer  '09  Captain  Thanks  dad, 
mom,  and  so-yeon  and  ail  my  friends,  love 

BHS  boys  soccer  team  ’09.  I'll  miss  playing 
soccer  with  you  guys  and  all  the  fun  times 

we  had.  Thanks  for  everything. 

What  do  you  have?  Chicken?  Put  some 
chocolate  on  it!  The  List  helped  bring  us 

together,  but  life  kept  us  together.  I   hope  it 
does  forever.  Thanks  for  making  high 

school  worth  it  guys. 

I   love  you  with  all  my  heart. 

"There  is  a   road,  no  simple  highway, 
Between  the  dawn  and  the  dark  of  night, 

And  if  you  go  no  one  may  follow,  That  path 

is  for  your  steps  alone" 
-   Greatful  Dead 

Thanks  to  all  who  have  made  it  a 

great  four  years! 

Nicole  Iudicone 
Nikki 

Michael  Janjigian 

Jiggs 

When  you’ve  laughed  as  much  as  you've 
breathed,  you’ve  realized  how  beautiful  life 
really  is.  No  matter  where  we  end  up,  I   will 
I   always  remember  where  I   started  and 

who  was  there  when  I   needed  them  most 
S.B.  K.P.  S.Q.  J.R.  A.P.  N.H.  L   B 

Rock  Meadow  6,  The  Basement,  Hubbard 

Fridays,  Because  You  Deserve  What 
Every  Individual  Should  Enjoy  Regularly, 

Hotbox,  O’Doyle  Rules,  It’s  what’s  in  here 
and  in  here,  No  Johnson  Winn,  The  Woos, 
Maine  Tournament,  Pugsley,  Suga  Bear, 

Friday  Football  Games,  Dubost  Banger, 

The  Brotherhood,  You're  gonna  have  to 
wanna  die  for  your  teammates,  Follansbee 

Inn,  Cardinal  Warmups,  The  Goombas, 

Hockey  Bros,  Reading  3-2  Win 

Andy  Warhol  once  said,  "Everyone  will  be 
famous  for  15  minutes."  But  why  stop 

there? 

Claire  Jeong 

Class  of  2010 
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Yuan  Ji Michael  Johnson Andrell  Jones 

Jenny  Kang 
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Nadine  Karaa 

nay  nay 

Thanks  to  my  family,  Mom,  Dad,  and 

Steph  for  supporting  me.  Thanks  to  my 

friends,  who  are  always  there  for  me  and 

make  me  laugh  until  I   cry.  Each  of  you  has 

made  a   difference  in  my  life  and  I   truly 

love  you  all.  Generalement,  les  gens  qui 

savent  peu  parlent  beaucoup,  et  les  gens 

qui  savent  beaucoup  parlent  peu.  -Jean- 
Jacques  Rousseau  Rest  in  Peace  the 

most  flawless  girl  at  BHS.  You  will  be 
missed.  Good  luck  Class  of  2010. 

Noah  Klein 

"   Poot-T  ee-T  weet?" 

Ruslan  Khachatrian 

Elias  Kleinbock 

Remember  the  tables  of  multiplication,  the 

joy  of  laughter,  the  value  of  harmony,  and 

the  importance  of  being  earnest.  Never 

stop  climbing  trees.  Try  to  find  truth  and 
wisdom  in  this  yearbook  blurb.  Dont  forget 

to  save  the  world.  -   d'Elias 

Caroline  Knoblock 
Caro,  Knobby 

You  must  do  something  to  make  the  world 

a   more  beautiful  place-  Miss  Rumphius 

"Don't  be  scared  to  love* 

Thank  you  to  my  family  and  friends, 

especially  my  mom,  bmitu 
BJ+CT=  my  everything 

good  luck  Class  of  2010! 

"it's  not  goodbye,  it's  see  you  later" 

Class  of  2010 
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Emily  Kolenbrander 

Keep  your  face  always  toward  the 
sunshine  -   and  shadows  will  fall  behind 

you.  -Walt  Whitman  Mom,  Dad,  and 
Sarah,  I   love  you!  And  thanks  to  my 
friends  for  all  the  smiles  and  laughter 

we've  shared  together.  I've  enjoyed 
every  moment!! 

Congratulations  Class  of  2010!!! 
Rock  the  world!!! 

Hayk  Krikorian 

Be  who  you  are  and  say  what  you  feel 

because  those  who  mind  don't  matter  and 
those  who  matter  don't  mind. 

GOOD  LUCK  CLASS  OF  10'  SENIORS 
2010  Belmont  Football  1-4 

Ian  Koskinen 

Kori  Ktona 

"We  all  go  somewhere  as  years  pass. 
Whether  it  is  down  the  street  or  across  the 

country.  The  key  to  enjoying  it  all  is 

remembering  where  you've  been."  Friends 
and  family  -   thanks  for  it  all! 

Best  of  luck  2010 

Alex  Kozhemiakov 

Kozy 

"Veni,  risi,  vici." 
I   came,  I   lolled,  I   conquered. 

Jasper  Kubasek 

Thanks  to  Mom,  Dad,  Nick,  and  Maija  for 

always  being  there  for  me.  2010  its  been 

epic.  Lacrosse  1-4,  Soccer  1-4  Jaro, 
Genevieve,  Jeremy,  Janet,  the 

Wyoming,  Medusa,  Sigmund,  The 
original  Frankie  Fridays,  Helms  Deep, 

porchin  it,  DTC,  Italy,  German  U19! 
Here's  the  wave- 
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Max  Laffey 

Anne  Lazenby 

Annie 

He  realized  that  he  had  to  choose 

between  thinking  of  himself  as  the  poor 
victim  of  a   thief  and  as  an  adventurer  in 

quest  of  his  treasure.  I'm  an  adventurer, 
looking  for  treasure,  he  said  to  himself.  - 

The  Alchemist 

Ahren  Kulas 

Thanks  to  all  my  friends;  I   couldn't  have 
done  it  without  you  guys!  12/24/04 

Angela  Lai 
Angelai 

Paris  Trip  +   Greenspan  Class  +   Swine  Flu 
+   Moles  +   Great  Expectations 

=   Good  Times 

Daniel  Lam 
Dan 

I   would  like  to  thank  the  following:  Mom, 
Dad,  Denise,  and  all  my  friends.  If  it 

weren't  for  you  guys,  I   wouldn't  be  where  I 
am  today.  If  you  love  life,  don't  waste  time, 

for  time  is  what  life  is  made  up  of. -Bruce  Lee 

Original  8   The  Basement  BLW  Team 

Asian  American  club  O'Doyle  Rules  The 
List  Suga  Bear  NO  JOHNSON  LGP 
Good  Luck  Class  Of  2010  Peace 

Shaina  Kulbersh 
shayshay 

Some  are  like  water,  some  are  like  the 

heat  Some  are  a   melody  and  some  are  the 
beat  Sooner  or  later  they  all  will  be  gone 

Why  don't  they  stay  young  It's  so  hard  to 
get  old  without  a   cause  I   don't  want  to 
perish  like  a   fading  horse  Youth  is  like 
diamonds  in  the  sun  And  diamonds  are 

forever  Alphaville  I   love  my  chubies 
forever,  thanks  for  everything  over  the 

years<3  Girls  XC-love  you  all!  Good  luck 
next  season! 
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Wylie  Leabo 

Thanks  to  my  Mom,  Dad,  Natty  and  Max, 
and  to  my  friends  for  everything. 

Jarro,  Genevieve,  Jeremy,  Medusa, 
Sigmund,  Janet,  The  Wyoming. 

Great  times  with  my  boys;  CT09,  Original 
Franky  Fridays,  wooz,  cape,  yakfest,  BLW, 

Dimonica,  Staffs,  Spyro,  Zoo.  12/5/08, 

night  o'  five  guys,  Lax,  melons,  lunch 

Goodluck  2010! 

Sang  Lee 

Anne  Leccese 
Annie 

Field  Hockey.  Team  Jacob.  Eternal  glory. 
That  is  what  awaits  the  winner  of  the 
Triwizard  Tournament.  Not  me,  not 

Hermione,  YOU. 

Elizabeth  Leinbach 

Liz,  Lambo 

gd,  sg,  kc,  me,  cm— -Another  Monday 
Night,  bhsg's  Lax  love.  ('07-'1 0)  "you  gotta 
live  to  learn,  you  gotta  crash  and  burn,  you 
gotta  make  some  stances  and  take  some 
chances,  you  gotta  live  and  love  and  take 
all  life  has  to  give,  you  gotta  live  and  learn, 

so  you  can  learn  to  live"-  DR 

I   thank  all  my  family  members  and  all  of 

you  who  supported  me!  I   will  remember 
everything  that  happened  in  BHS,  whether 

it's  good  or  bad,  forever;  including  you, 

Jess.  "Don't  cry  because  it's  over.  Smile 

because  it  happened"-  Dr.  Seuss. 

Preawwanit  Lertkajornkitti 
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Benjamin  G.  Levy Kainan  Li Markus  Link 

Soccer  1-4:  Captain  (States  07)  Track  1-4: 
Captain  (All-American  -   3:22.89)  Many 

thanks  to  my  family  and  friends.  Couldn't 
have  done  it  without  you.  Shout-outs  to 
Bloom,  Brandt,  Guellnitz,  Dashoff,  White, 
and  McDevitt.  Brotchie  Thank  you  for 

putting  up  with  me  and  teaching  me  how 
to  push  farther.  Good  Luck  Class  of  2010 

Alison  Liou 

Thanks  to  Mom,  Dad,  my  friends,  leaf 
blowers,  pill  bugs,  free  fall,  FRQs,  Guitar 
Hero,  graphing  calculators,  YouTube,  a 
certain  shenanigan  in  California,  Real 

World  Rm  113,  nuggeting,  dy/dx,  running 
in  circles  in  the  field  house,  sleepless 
nights,  soliloquies,  sticky  notes,  the 

Canadian  geese  outside,  and  everyone 
who  has  made  these  four  years 

unforgettable!  Best  of  luck,  Class  of  2010! 

Stephanie  Loughran 

Steph,  Blondie,  Steph'Steph 

Vball,  Ski  Team,  &   Belmont  Crew!  Ski 
&Crew  Captain  Love  Good  times  @ 

Ragged,  snowball  fights,  6AM  munchkin 
fights,  &   staying  at  Blue  Hills  until  1 1   PM 
because  of  broken  ski  lifts.  Italia  09  Love 

Forever-  Snipes,  Dirty  Sicilians,  the  Secret 
Swimming  Spot,  &   many  more  great 

memories  Dunns  Latin  Class  will  always  be 
the  best.  Dedications  last  a   lifetime,  dreams 

only  last  for  a   night.  -All  Time  Low  All  You 
Need  is  Love  -The  Beatles 

Class  of  20 1 0   5 1 
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Denise  Lu 

-All  right,  close  your  eyes.  What  do  you 
see?  -Nothing.  -Rub  them...  Can  you  see 

the  stars?  -Yes.  -The  Fall 

Can  anybody  tell  me  why  God  won't  speak 
to  me?  Why  Jesus  never  called  on  me  to 
part  the  seas?  Why  death  is  easier  than 

living?  You  can  be  almost  anything,  when 

you're  on  your  knees.  Not  today,  not  my 
son,  not  my  family.  Not  while  walking  is 

still  honest  and  you  haven't  given  up  on 
me.  -Against  Me! 

Hilary  Luce 

i   like  my  friends.  chubieZ?  yeah  kinda. 

SEVENTY  THREE  "Phew,  for  a   minute 

there,  I   lost  myself,  I   lost  myself." 

Claire  Mackevicius 

Sze  Yin  StephaLnuiek  Luk 
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Benjamin  Maniscalco 
The  Vanilla  Gorilla 

I   don't  have  to  be  what  anybody  wants 
me  to  be  and  I'm  not  afraid  to  be  what  I 

want  to  be. 

Grigor  Martirosyan 

Marina  Manoukian 

Alice:  Would  you  tell  me,  please,  which 

way  I   ought  to  go  from  here?  Cheshire 
Cat:  That  depends  a   good  deal  on  where 

you  want  to  get  to  Alice:  I   don't  much  care 
where.  Cheshire  Cat:  Then  it  doesn't  much matter  which  way  you  go. 

Nicholas  Mart  one 

Football  1-4,  Lacrosse  1-4  Capt.,  To  all 

my  friends  for  the  experiences  I'll  never forget.  Jaro,  Genevive,  Jeremy,  Madusa, 
Sigmund,  Janet,  The  Wyoming,  Theo. 
Frankie  Fridays,  DEMONICA,  5   guys, 

zoo,  staffs,  dizzy,  spyro,  root,  excellent 
Saturdays,  Pumpkin,  DTC  crew.  CT09, 
Cape,  bear  ball,  lax  at  the  turf,  Senior 

night.  LE,  TC  tournies,  melon,  lunch.  AM. 

To  my  parents,  I   would  be  nowhere 
without  you.  Thank  you  for  your  support 

in  everything  I   do. 

Class  of  2010  . 

Mkrtich  Martirosyan 

Nick  Manos 

The  more  that  you  read,  the  more  things 
you  will  know.  The  more  that  you  learn, 

the  more  places  you'll  go.  -Dr.  Seuss 
Don't  be  afraid  to  take  a   big  step  if  one  is 

indicated;  you  can't  cross  a   chasm  in  two 
small  jumps.  -David  Lloyd  George 



Haruna  Matsusaka 
Ruru 

"Whenever  you  find  yourself  on  the  side  of 
the  majority,  it  is  time  to 

pause  and  reflect."  Meow. 

Jeff  McClallen 

Adam  Maykis 

Andrew  McCracken 

mccracken,  crack 

Never  take  things  for  granted 

Hold  every  person  you  love  to  your  heart 
because  you  might  wake  up  one  day... 

and  realize  that  you've  lost  a   diamond 
while  you  were  too  busy  collecting  stones. 

WBcrew.loonmountain.wynotttrampoline.bds 
nights. larkin. skittles. bedfordhome.the 

sneakout.myhouse07.partybus. undisclosed, 
prom.summavilletopfloor.unclephil.torn 

clothing. theonetheonly.#21 

_ 
Dan  McCarthy 

DMAC 

Thanks  go  out  to  my  Mom  and  Dad, 

Caroline,  and  Kate  To  all  my  friends-  It's been  a   great  time,  and  I   hope  to  see  you 

all  again  Shout-outs  to  track  and  soccer 
and  everybody  involved  in  those  sports, 
they  have  been  a   big  part  of  my  high 

school  career  and  I   wouldn't  have  it  any 
other  way.  Also  to  the  AP  Latin  students 
who  traveled  to  Italy,  we  are  going  back.  I 

ain't  your  brahbrah-but  seriously  I   am. 
Good  luck  to  everybody. 

"In  this  great  future  you  can't  forget 

your  past" 
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Virginia  McMackin 

Malinda  McPherson 

Collin  McNamara 

“To  me,  there  are  three  things  we  all  should  do 
every  day.  We  should  do  this  every  day  of  our 
lives.  Number  one  is  laugh.  You  should  laugh 

every  day.  Number  two  is  think.  You  should 
spend  some  time  in  thought.  And  number  three 

is,  you  should  have  your  emotions  moved  to 
tears,  could  be  happiness  or  joy.  But  think  about 

it.  If  you  laugh,  you  think,  and  you  cry,  that's  a 
full  day.  That's  a   heck  of  a   day.  You  do  that 
seven  days  a   week,  you're  going  to  have 

something  special.”  Jimmy  V 

Catherine  Merfeld 

Joseph  McNamara 

No  one  notices  the  wrinkled  shirt  of  the  pants- 
less  man  -Joseph  McNamara  Remember  that 
when  you  leave  this  earth,  you  can  take  with 
you  nothing  that  you  have  received  only  what 

you  have  given  -St.  Francis  of  Assisi 
Maybe,  just  once,  someone  will  call  me  sir 

without  adding,  you're  making  a   scene.  - 
Homer  Simpson  I   want  to  thank  my  family  and 

friends  for  making  my  experience  at  school  so 
great  and  for  making  every  day  a   new 

experience.  Thanks  for  helping  me  learn  so 
much  about  life,  others,  and  myself. 

Andrea  Meyer 

Face  it.  Curiosity  will  not  cause  us  to  die- 
only  lack  of  it  will  Only  the  curious  have,  if 

they  live,  a   tale  worth  telling  at  all. 
-Alastair  Reid 

Perhaps  it  is  music  that  will  save  the 
world.  -Pablo  Casals 

Wheresoever  you  go,  go  with  all  your 
heart.  -Confucius 

Thank  you! 

Well,  I   have  a   dream  too,  but  it's  about 
singing  and  dancing  and  making  people 

happy.  It's  the  kind  of  dream  that  gets 
better  the  more  people  you  share  it  with. 
And  I   found  a   whole  group  of  friends  who 
have  the  same  dream,  and  that  makes  us 

sort  of  like  a   family. -Kermit  the  Frog 

To  everyone  who  got  me  here,  thanks. 
Couldn't  have  done  it  without  you. 

Good  luck  2010! 

Class  of  20 10 
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Catherine  Millane 

Today  was  good.  Today  was  fun.  Tomorrow 
is  another  one.  To  my  soccer  &   track 
teammates,  who  became  friends,  who 

became  family  it's  been  an  amazing  four 
years.  Thanks  for  the  good  times  and  the 

memories,  I'll  never  forget  them.  To  my 
parents,  teachers,  coaches,  and  friends 

you've  all  taught  me  so  much;  thank  you  for 
everything.  To  the  Class  of  2010:  And  will 

you  succeed?  Yes!  You  will  indeed!  (98  and 
3/4  percent  guaranteed)  Good  luck! 

Anushay  Mistry 

Dream  as  if  you'll  live  forever,  live  as  if 
you'll  die  today  James  Dean  M   +   D   ~   I   love 
you,  thank  you  for  being  there  even  when  I 

didn't  know  that  I   wanted  you.  A   ~   There 
are  no  words  that  can  describe  us.  I   love 

you  more  than  anything  boopsie!  Thank 
you  to  all  my  friends  who  made  high 

school  so  unforgettable,  I   love  you!  Class 
of  2010,  congrats  and  good  luck!  RIP.  And 
everythings  okay  in  the  end.  If  its  not  okay, 

its  not  the  end. 
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Thomas  Miller 
T - Boone 

Only  connect  the  prose  and  the  passion, 
and  both  will  be  exalted,  and  human  love 

will  be  seen  at  its  height.  -E.  M.  Forster 

Matthew  Monahon 

Tron 

-Original  Eight  -The  Basement  -Snake  Hill 
Woos  -Cup  Fights  -Hot  Box  -BDS  HOPS  - 

Tron/Mish  Mash/Mish  Mash 

Patangudis/Monotron/Minaz  - 
Basketball/Lacrosse  postseasons!  -We  are 

what  we  repeatedly  do.  Excellence, 
therefore,  is  not  an  act  but  a   habit. -Aristotle 

Good  Times  Class  of  2010! 
Best  of  luck  to  all  of  you! 

Catherine  Olivia  Moore 

O,  I   turn  the  page  and  read  the  story  again 

And  again  and  again  It  sure  seems  the 

same,  with  a   different  name  We're 
breaking  and  rebuilding  And  we're  growing Always  guessing 

Thanks  to  my  family  for  their  love  and 

support. Another  Monday  night  GOOD  LUCK  2010 
Do  You  Remember?  1.14 

Gwen  Miller-Dannelongue 

Down  With  Pants  "Did  they  tell  you,  you 

should  grow  up  when  you  wanted  to 
dream?  Did  they  warn  you,  better  shape 

up  if  you  want  to  succeed?  I   don't  know about  you,  who  are  they  talking  to? 

They're  not  talking  to  me  I'm  higher  than 
high  Lower  than  deep  I'm  doing  it  wrong 

Singin'  along"  -Metric- 



Justin  Murphy-Tucker 

Champions  are'nt  made  in  the  gyms. 
Champions  are  made  from  something  they 
have  deep  inside  them,  a   desire,  a   dream, 

a   vision.  -Muhammad  AN  I   owe  everything 
to  my  Mom;  her  support  has  guided  me 

through  tragedy  and  pushed  me  during  the 
years,  and  my  sister  who  paved  the  way 
for  me,  thank  you,  I   love  you  both!  Love 

and  miss  you,  it  hurts  that  you  can't  see 
this  day  -   R.I.P.  Wars  come  and  go,  my 

soldiers  stay  eternal  Tupac  *CJB**BC* 

Michael  Musi 
Moose,  Muse,  N.J 

The  Original  8,  the  Basement,  Dubost 
ripper,  Woods,  the  Garage,  saucy  like 

taucy,  the  list,  abyss,  Ho  Down, 

Portal/Monger,  Reggie,  Tron/Minaz,  Hawk- 
guy/Layne,  Digs/Tree-man,  the  MJ,  Laffey 

can't  go  outside,  D-Dubs,  Danny-boy, 
movies,  interpretive  dancing  +   poetry  = 

Rupert,  herbivores,  Robertos  New-Year,  O 
captain  my  captain,  Sunapee,  China  09, 

Sneds  4   night  run.  Thanks  Anthony  for  the 

advice,  Joey  it's  your  turn. 

Andrew  Musler 
Amus,  Lou 

Thanks  to  my  family:  Dad,  Mom,  and  Sam. 
Thanks  to  all  my  friends  and  all  the  great 
memories  we  had  throughout  the  years. 

Never  forget  going  to  D-2  North  semifinals 
and  hopefully  we  go  further  this  year. 
CT09.  The  Great  Escape  09.  Football 
Stands.  Loon  Mountain.  The  Stock 

Good  luck  and 

Congratulations  Class  of  2010 

I   don't  know  half  of  you  half  as  well  as  I 
should  like;  and  I   like  less  than  half  of  you 

half  as  well  as  you  deserve. 
J.R.R.  Tolkien 

Always  forgive  your  enemies.  Nothing 
annoys  them  so  much. 

Oscar  Wilde 

Never  trust  anything  that  can  think  for  itself 

if  you  can't  see  where  it  keeps  its  brain. J.K.  Rowling 

Thanks  family  for  all  the  love  and  thanks 
friends  for  the  great  times.  Friends  are  the 
bacon  bits  in  the  salad  bowl  of  life  And 
Class  of  2010  remember  Your  playing 

small  does  not  serve  the  world.  There  is 

nothing  enlightened  about  shrinking  so 

that  other  people  won't  feel  insecure 
around  you.  We  are  all  meant  to  shine  as 
children  do.  And  as  we  let  our  own  lights 

shine,  we  unconsciously  give  other  people 

permission  to  do  the  same. 
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Asgeir  Nielsen 

"Unless  someone  like  you  cares  a   whole 
awful  lot,  nothing  is  going  to  get  better. 

It's  not."  -   Dr.  Seuss 

Juliet  O'Reilly 

Jessica  Niland 
Jessie,  J,  Jnils,  Mom 

Soccer  1-4  GET  OFF  US  D2  north 

champs.  N3r@  cr3w  thanks  for  all  the  fun 

love  you  all.  BSC,  Partridge  family, 

FBGM, Frankie  Fridays,  brofest  08,  swine 

09,  Guilford,  zoo,  chiles,  snuggies,  good 

times  bel  high.  Mom  Dad  Ali  Caro-love 
you  so  much  thanks  for  everything! 

Laughing  at  the  other  girls  who  think 

they're  so  cool  we'll  be  out  of  here  as 
soon  as  we  can  Best  friends  forever  and 

always  Tine  I   love  you! 

Drew  Ohringer 

It  is  now  nearly  five  years  since  I   was  an 
ape,  a   short  pace  of  time,  perhaps, 

according  to  the  calendar,  but  an  infinitely 

long  time  to  gallop  through  at  full  speed, 
as  I   have  done,  more  or  less  accompanied 

by  excellent  mentors,  good  advice, 

applause,  and  orchestral  music,  and  yet 

essentially  alone.  Kafka 

Aoife  O'Kelly 

We  all  have  ability.  The  difference  is  how 

we  use  it.  -   Stevie  Wonder 

Girls  Varsity  Soccer  Division  II  North 

Champions  2008.  Reading...  went  down! 
I'm  over  it  '09. 

Ned  Ohringer 

Sued,  Sneez,  Snedsticle,  Snedscick, 

Neddy,  Nedward 

This  is  only  the  beginning. ..so  far  I   must 
thank:  Mom,  Drew,  Grandma,  all  my 

teachers  and  all  of  my  friends  for  your 

support!  Love  you  all!  No  brilliant  quote 

here,  but... 

Dubost's,YackFest,4DaysStrong(bucket),C 

T09.  Winn's,  Frank's, Nick's, DaMonica, that's 
mytail,FootballStands,BLW,SnakeHillWoo 
z.BDSPool,  ORANGE  KID  FOR  LIFE, 

Indoor&Outdoor  T   rack 
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Matthew  Oliver 

Zachary  Panosian 

BHS  Hockey-4  Years,  The  Basement, 

Rock  Meadow  6,  the  list,  O'Doyle  Rules! 
hot  box,  Creeps  in  Jeeps,  LB's,  Russo's 

Closet,  cup  fights,  Chillean  Cup, 

Goomba's,  green  machine,  beating 
reading,  Hubbard  Friday's,  top  cheese 

fiesta's,  Schwabb,  thumper,  Maine 
Tourney.  "You  got  to  be  willing  to  die  for 

your  teammates"  -Sully 
Thanks  Mom  and  Dad! 

Jillian  Oven 
Jill,  Jovs,  Easybake 

"We  all  take  different  paths  in  life,  but  no 
matter  where  we  go,  we  take  a   little  of  each 

other  everywhere"  TM  FBGM,  frankie  fridays, 
brofest  '08,  April  birthdays,  Guilford,  zoo, 

Maine  adventures,  snuggies,  Good  Times  Bel 
High.  N3R@  CR3W:  goog,  ging,  mom,  flabbz, 

and  squid  thanks  for  all  the  laughs  and 
memories.  KS  17  years  and  counting,  love 
you  Thanks  for  everything  Mom,  Dad,  Dan, 

Ben  I   love  you  guys! 

Good  Luck  Class  of  201 0! 

Marcus  Papas 

Pap 

"Character  is  what  you  do  when  no  one  is 
looking"  Thanks  Mom,  Dad,  Drew,  and 

friends  Varsity  Football,  Varsity  Basketball 
#20  MDC<3  Class  of  2010 

Richard  Pan 

Garin  Parseghian 
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Marc  A.  Penta 

Basketball,  Thanks  M&D 

Justin  Perino 
Perino 

Thanks  to  my  family  and  friends  for 

supporting  me  through  out  high  school,  fun 
times  on  robinwood  CC,  PW,  CB,  JMT 

Good  luck  Class  of  2010  Seniors 

Kiara  Marie  Pierce 

Kiki,  Kikibkbalh 
Yesterday  was  history,  Tomorrow  is  a 

mystery,  Today  is  a   gift.  Through  thick  and 
thin  you  guys  will  always  be  by  my 

side:SQ,NI,JR,DGT,AP,KL,TC,SB.KW,TH, 
KT.MC  &&  MW. 
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Alexcia  Pierre 

*LEXCI* 
WOW!  Can't  believe  I'm  graduating  this  year;  it  feels  like 

yesterday  when  I   first  walked  through  the  doors  of 
Belmont  High  To  be  honest  it  surprises  me  how  I 

learned  so  much  inside  and  out  of  theses  classes  and  I 

wouldn't  give  up  this  Knowledge  for  any  thing  <3.  I   would 
like  to  thank  MY  MOM  (I  LOVE  YOU  SO  MUCH),  my 

TATIE,  and  the  rest  of  my  family  JEO  NARVEL  and 
Uncle  WESNER.  I   would  also  like  to  thank  the 

HCHs(LOL:  remember  freshman  year)  DAJE.  JACKIE. 
KIARA,  SAM  QUAN,  NICOLE  for  making  this  experience 

incredible  (your  memories  will  alllllwayyysss  be  in  my 

mind)  and  ALL  MY  TEACHERS  -I've  been  thinking  a   lot 

lately  about  taking  chances  and  how  it's  really  just  about 
overcoming  your  fears,  because  the  truth  is,  every  time 
you  take  a   big  risk  in  your  life  no  matter  how  it  ends  up. 

you're  always  glad  you  took  it<3- 

Bruna  Pino 

I'd  like  to  say  a   big  thank  you  to  all  my 

family  who's  been  very  supportive 
throughout  my  school  years;  both  my 

parents,  my  sister  and  brother  who  have 
always  been  there  for  me.  Also  thank  all 

my  friends,  you  know  who  you  are,  and  my 
art  class  and  teacher  with  whom  I   shared 

laughter  and  fun  moments.  Dont  forget: 
one  day  your  life  will  flash  before  your 
eyes;  make  sure  its  worth  watching 

(unknown).  And  with  this,  goodbye  BHS 

and  good  luck  Class  of  2010! 



Madeleine  Polcari 
M   addie 

And  in  the  end  it's  not  the  years  in  your  life 
that  count.  It's  the  life  in  your  years  Thanks 

to  my  family,  Mom,  Dad,  Steph  &   Luke  I 
love  you!  And  thanks  to  my  friends,  soo 
many  memories,  I   love  you  guys!  Field 

Hockey  1-4  Family.  Period.  To  many 
memories  to  count,  love  you  all!  Lax  1-4. 

Kris&Mari-For  worse  or  for  better,  we're 
better  together-  Thanks  for  everything,  I 

couldn't  have  made  it  without  you  two.  I 
love  you  both!  Best  of  Luck  class  of  2010! 

Isaac  Pritchett 

Alas,  said  the  mouse,  the  world  is  growing 
smaller  every  day.  At  the  beginning  it  was 
so  big  that  I   was  afraid,  I   kept  running  and 
running,  and  I   was  glad  when  at  last  I   saw 

walls  far  away  to  the  right  and  left,  but 
these  long  walls  have  narrowed  so  quickly 
that  I   am  in  the  last  chamber  already,  and 
there  in  the  corner  stands  the  trap  that  I 
must  run  into.  You  only  need  to  change 
your  direction,  said  the  cat,  and  ate  it  up. 

Franz  Kafka 

Stefan  Pol  zin 

Samantha  Quan 

Sam,  Quano 

Life  is  a   highway.  -Rascal  Flatts 

Whatever  happens,  I'll  always  remember 
who  was  there  for  me.  Thanks  Mom,  Dad, 

and  Ashley  and  all  my  family  and  friends 
GOOD  LUCK  CLASS  OF  2010  and 

remember,  everything  will  be  okay  in  the 
end.  If  its  not  okay,  its  not  the  end. 

Robert  E.  Powers 

RP,  Acom 
This  is  not  the  end.  It  is  not  even  the 

beginning  of  the  end.  But  it  is,  perhaps, 

the  end  of  the  beginning."  -Winston Churchill  It  is  true,  that  even  though  we 
celebrate  an  end  this  year,  we  actually 

celebrate  the  beginning  of  an  even  greater 

journey.  We  are  moving  into  adulthood, 
but  I   urge  you  to  never  lose  that  inner  child 

and  to  never  lose  hold  of  your  dreams. 

They  will  take  you  anywhere  you  wish  to 
venture.  Good  luck  to  everyone! 

Alessandro  Raffa 

BHS  Boys  Varsity  Soccer  09-10  you  kids 
were  great.  Best  of  luck,  thanks  for  the 

memories  Class  of  '10. 

Class  of  20 1 0 
-w- 
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Christine  Ramsey 
Tine,  tinechris 

What  lies  behind  us  and  what  lies  before  us 

are  tiny  matters  compared  to  what  lies 

within  us.  -   RWE  FBGM,  Frankie  Fridays, 
Swine09,  April  birthdays,  Guilford,  Zoo, 

Maine  adventures  BSC,  Snuggies, 
Partridge  Fam  N3R@  CR3W:  Mom,  Squid, 
Flabb  Jove  Goog  thanks  for  all  the  laughs 
love  you  guys  D2  North  Champs,  get  off 
me  Mom,  Dad,  Jim,  Dan  thanks  for 

everything,  love  you  through  it  all  J   best 

friends  17  years  can't  wait  for  more,  love  ya 

Kasey  Reynolds 

Emily  Regier Patrick  Rass 

Music  expresses  that  which  cannot  be  put 
into  words  and  cannot  remain  silent. -Victor  Flugo 

Thank  you  to  my  family,  friends,  teachers, 
and  everyone  who  helped  me  get  this  far. 

Congratulations  and  good  luck  to  the 
Class  of  2010! 

Martin  Jayanth  Richard Kendall  Richards 

I   hope  you  still  feel  small  When  you  stand 
by  the  ocean  Whenever  one  door  closes,  I 

hope  one  more  opens  Promise  me  you'll 
give  faith  a   fighting  chance  And  when  you 
get  the  choice  to  sit  it  out  or  dance  I   hope 

you  dance  Cause  these  are  the  days 

worth  living  These  are  the  years  we're 
given  And  these  are  the  moments  These 

are  the  times  Let's  make  the  best  out  of 
our  lives  Mom,  Dad,  Tara,  Shannon  - 
thanks  for  always  being  there  for  me 

UNLESS  someone  like  you  cares  a   whole 
awful  lot,  nothing  is  going  to  get  better.  Its 
not.  The  Lorax  For  my  ally  is  the  Force, 

and  a   powerful  ally  it  is.  Life  creates  it, 

makes  it  grow.  It's  energy  surrounds  us 
and  binds  us.  Luminous  beings  are  we, 
not  this  crude  matter.  You  must  feel  the 

Force  around  you.  Yoda 
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Jessica  Rizzuto 
Jess,  JR,  JRizz 

I   hope  the  days  come  easy  and  the  moments 
pass  slow  and  each  road  leads  you  where  you 

want  to  go  and  if  you're  faced  with  a   choice  and 
you  have  to  choose,  I   hope  you  choose  the  one 
that  means  the  most  to  you.  NH,  Cape,  Prom, 
07,  S32,  Cabots,  18th,  Stano,  Jeep,  So  Simple, 
Woods,  Ruit,  NOLA,  Fball  games,  New  Years, 
St.  Pattys,  Pool  Hop,  Kenny  Chesney,  6/20; 

Mom,  Dad,  and  Jilly  Thank  you  for  everything,  I 

love  you!  TC-  6th  grade  to  now,  couldn't  have 
done  it  without  you.  And  so  it  begins... 

Good  Luck  Class  of  10! 

Julia  Rodgers 

Jules,  Juju,  J-rodg 

"If  there  is  one  thing  Voldemort  cannot 
understand,  it  is  love"  -   Albus  Dumbledore 
Lizabet  - 1   adore  you  Love  to  Mom,  Dad, 

Annie,  and  Clarita 

To  all  my  chickadees  -   Wo  ai  nil!! 

-   IK 

David  Roberts D'Rob 

The  tragedy  of  life  doesn't  lie  in  not 
reaching  your  goal.  The  tragedy  lies  in 

having  no  goals  to  reach.  -   Benjamin  Mays 
Thanks  for  everything  Mom,  Dad  and 

Mitchell,  love  you  all. 
Good  luck  with  everything  Class  of  2010! 

Jaclyn  Rocha 

Jackie 
"Be  who  you  are  and  say  what  you  feel 

cause  those  who  mind  don't  matter  and 

those  who  matter  don't  mind". 
"Friendship  isn't  being  inseparable,  it's 

being  seperated  and  knowing  nothing  will 

ever  change". *NI  KP  AP  SQ  DGT  SB  KT  SB* 

Kristen  Patricia  Ruane 

Krissy 

A   sense  of  humor  is  needed  armor.  Joy  in 

one's  heart  and  some  laughter  on  one's 
lips  is  a   sign  that  the  person  down  deep 

has  a   pretty  good  grasp  of  life. 
Field  Hockey  1-4  LOVE  hazmat,  GPs, 

too  many  memories  Bio  fam,  charles/mgh, 
Wareham,  cougars,  eternal  glory.  For 

worse  or  for  better,  were  better  together 
M+M  Dad,  Mom,  Allie,  Matt  love  you 

guys,  couldn't  have  done  it  without  you  all. 
Rest  in  Peace  Dad  MJ&LJ  its  your  time. 

Class  of  2010 — — 
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Gabriella  Rufo 
Tess 

Mom,  Dad,  and  Power  Thank  you  for  all 

your  love  and  support,  everything  you've 
always  done  for  me  has  meant  so  much. 
Chubis  Too  many  unforgetable  times  to 
count!  Keep  in  touch  always(yamajew) 
Love  you  guys!!!  Wo  Ai  Ni  Men!!  4.30.09 
Today  if  you  become  frightened  instead 

become  inspired. 

Theodore  Schipani 
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JP  Saidnawey 
J'Pizzle,  Jipps 

"As  you  walk  down  the  fairway  of  life  you 
must  stop  to  smell  the  roses,  for  you  only 

get  to  play  one  round"  -Ben  Hogan 
Thank  you  to  all  my  coaches  and 

teachers,  and  especially  my  family  (love 

you  Kyle)  you  guys  are  the  best! 
Good  Luck  Class  of  2010!! 

Kaitlin  Schwartz 

Goog 

We  all  take  different  paths  in  life,  but  no 
matter  where  we  go  we  take  a   little  of  each 
other  everywhere  T.M.  FBGM. FRANKIE 

FRIDAYS.GUILFORD.  APRIL 
BIRTHDAYS.SNUGGIES.N3R@.GING.M 
OM. SQUID. FLABBS.GOOGS.EASYBAKE 

.   GOODTIMESBELHIGH.  JO-  seventeen 

years  and  counting,  love  you  Mom&Dad- 
Thank  you  for  always  being  there  for  me, 

love  you  Sam&Becca&Cory-  love  you 

guys,  be  good  next  year! 
Good  luck  Class  of  2010! 

Arianna  Grace  Schatzki-McClain 

For  beautiful  eyes,  look  for  the  good  in 
others;  for  beautiful  lips,  speak  only  words 

of  kindness;  and  for  poise,  walk  with  the 

knowledge  that  you  are  never  alone.  - 
Audrey  Hepburn 

Mom,  Dad,  Chenoa,  Sophie,  Aspen,  and 
Birry,  thank  you  for  always  loving  me  and 

standing  by  me  no  matter  the 
circumstances.  I   love  you  for  that  and 

much  more. 

Sara  Shahanaghi 
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Marah  Smith 

And  then  a   thousand  years  and  a 

thousand  tears,  I'll  come  finding  my 
original  crew  Thank  you  so  much  Mom, 

Dad,  Grandpa  and  Marie!  You  have 
always  loved  and  supported  me.  Mf  iLove, 

we  will  always  be  friends 
'Snake  hill'bds  pool 

08-09*summerstats'geisha 
'iSneaking'hardys* 

Shuntaro  Shirota 

Shun 
BHS  Soccer  Capt. 

To  my  friends,  teachers,  and  everyone 
that  has  been  there  for  me.  Thank  you  for 
all  the  support.  To  Mom,  Dad  and  Sawako, 

thank  you  for  all  the  love.  When  we  long 
for  life  without  difficulties,  remind  us  that 

oaks  grow  strong  in  contrary  winds  and 
diamonds  are  made  under  pressure. 

Good  luck  to  Class  of  2010! 

Daniel  Song Dan  Song 

To  be  yourself  is  all  that  you  can  do... 

Class  of  2010 
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Megan  Shea 

squid 
"And  I   go  back  to  watching  summer  fade  to  fall  Growing 
up  too  fast  and  I   do  recall  Wishing  time  would  stop  right 

in  its  tracks  Everytime  I   hear  that  song.  I   go  back" 
Fockey  1-4,  FAMILY.  DP's,  GPs,  Krissy's  lucky 

underpants,  bus  rides,  triple  overtime  vs.  Watertown 
(awkward),  doggie  in  the  bathtub  (what  coach?),  pep 

rallies,  and  so  many  more  memories.  Frankie  Fridays 

(sometimes  Saturdays),  1   2   lets  play  zoo,  brofest  '08, 
april  birthdays  party,  stane,  shelob,  flabby,  mom,  ginger, 

class  goog,  Swine  09,  ABJM,  Guilford,  FBGM,  DTC, 

football  stands,  good  times  bel  high.  n3r@  cr3w-  TOFFY 
NUT!,  meet  me  at  the  spiral  staircase,  Thank  you  for  all 

of  the  memories,  to  all  my  friends-  thanks  for  making  it  all 
worthwhile  :)  Mom,  Dad,  Boo,  - 1   love  you  guys!  Thank 

you  for  everything!  FWL- 1   love  you. 

Pamela  Shapiro 

My  name  is  Pamela.  I   like  the  color  purple 
because  it  makes  me  happy.  JC,  DL. 

Jonathan  Siracusa 

I   would  like  to  thank  my  family  and  friends 
for  supporting  me  over  the  years  and  I 

hope  I   will  continue  to  develop  myself  as  a 
person,  family  member  and  friend. 



Cory  Stratford Chevy 

Varsity  Basketball,  Varsity  Baseball, 
Varsity  Golf.  Thank  you  to  my  family, 

friends,  teachers,  and  coaches  who  have 

helped  me  along  the  way.  "Good,  better, 
best.  Never  let  it  rest.  Until  your  good  is 

better  and  your  better  is  best." -Tim  Duncan 

"You  got  ya  family,  ya  faith,  ya  academics, 
then  baseball."  -Coach  Brown 

Christopher  Stadler 

"Ah,  life  is  a   gate,  a   way,  a   path  to 
Paradise  anyway,  why  not  live  for  fun  and 

joy  and  love  or  some  sort  of  girl  by  a 
fireside,  why  not  go  to  your  desire  and 

LAUGH."  -Jack  Kerouac 

Thanks  everyone.  Peace. 

Sarah  Straubinger 
Strawberry 

A   quote  for  our  past:  "Keep  true  to  the 
dreams  of  thy  youth. "-Friedrich  Nietzsche 
A   quote  for  our  present:  "The  more  you 

find  out  about  the  world,  the  more 

opportunities  there  are  to  laugh  at  it."  -Bill 
Nye  and  a   quote  for  our  future: 
"I'm  not  young  enough  to  know 

everything."  -Oscar  Wilde 

Mariel  P.  Strauch 

"When  you  get  to  the  end  of  your  rope,  tie 

a   knot  and  hang  on." -   Franklin  D.  Roosevelt 
"Never  walk  so  fast  that  you 

can't  smell  the  flowers." -   Anonymous 

"Love  is  blind;  friendship  closes  its  eyes." -   Anonymous 
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Oscar  Suchanek 

"Thanks  to  friends,  family,  Mr.  Bruno,  and 
everyone  else  who  helped  me  get  through 
high  school.  Look  me  up  if  you  need  some 

music  and  I   hope  everyone  finds 

happiness  in  their  future." 

Daniel  Tabrizi 

Breezie 

"You  must  be  the  change  you  wish  to  see 
in  the  world."  -Ghandi 

"To  wonder  is  to  begin  to  understand." 
-Albert  Einstein 

Dongyeon  (Jerry)  Suh 
Pica  Suh 

Mom,  thank  you  for  everything  you  have 
done  for  me.  I   Love  You!  P.S)  Louis  & 

Servant,  you  guys  rock! 

Paul  Tarabelsi 

Hannah  Swartz 

Field  Hockey. Ice  Hockey.  If  there  ever 

comes  a   day  when  we  can’t  be  together 

keep  me  in  your  heart,  I'll  stay  there forever  Winnie-the-Pooh  M,  D,  J-  You  are 
the  best.  I   could  never  ask  for  anything 
more.  Love  you  most  and  always.  To  my 

friends-l  will  never  forget  the  times  we 

have  shared  and  I   couldn't  have  gotten 
more  lucky  to  find  all  of  you.  Love  you 

infinitely  and  forever.  You  know.  Good 

Luck  10,  I   know  you'll  all  go  far.  RIP. 

Catherine  Tocci 

"Yesterday  is  history.  Tomorrow  is  a 

mystery.  Today  is  a   gift.  That's  why  it  is 

called  the  present." 

Courage  is  not  the  absence  of  fear,  but 
rather  the  judgment  that  something  else  is 

more  important  than  fear  -Ambrose 
Redmoon  Thus  the  hero  is  no  braver  than 

the  ordinary  man,  but  he  is  brave  five 
minutes  longer  -Ralph  Waldo  Emerson 

Thanks  Mom,  Dad,  Joey,  family, 
and  friends 

Class  of  2010 
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Chantel  Toomajanian 
TOOMA 

The  times  that  passed  us  by  will  never  be 
forgotten,  through  the  fun  and  the  hard 

times  we  will  always  stick  together. 
Remember  Everything,  Regret  Nothing. 

Friends  you  will  never  be  forgotten. 
Besties  you  will  always  remain  in  my 

heart:  V.H,  K.M,  S.L.  “Another  turning 
point,  a   fork  stuck  in  the  road.  Time  grabs 

you  by  the  wrist,  directs  you  where  to 

go... I   hope  you  had  the  time  of  your  life”. 
Schadenfreude!  I   I   Love  You  Mom!  :] 

Rosa  Topping 

Ro,  Rza 

Don't  be  a   hard  rock  when  you 

really  are  a   gem  -Lauryn  Hill  peace 

Tiffany  Tsang 

Mark  Torosian 

Trojan  Man 

Wrestling  1-4,  Soccer  1-4,  Track  2-4 
Thanks  to  all  my  friends  for  all  the  good 
times  in  these  past  4   years.  Thank  you 

Mom,  Dad,  Greg,  and  Haig.  The  End 
Justifies  the  Means.  -Niccold  Machiavelli 
Never  spend  your  money  before  you  have 

earned  it.  -Thomas  Jefferson 
Good  luck  Class  of  2010 

Samantha  Tse 

Original  8   the  basement  portal  no  juice  the 
woos  treeman  the  list 

"To  laugh  often  and  much,  to  win  the 
respect  of  intelligent  people  and  the 

affection  of  children,  to  earn  the 

appreciation  of  honest  critics  and  endure 
the  betrayal  of  false  friends,  to  appreciate 
beauty  and  to  find  the  best  in  others,  to 
leave  the  world  a   bit  better,  whether  by  a 

healthy  child  or  a   garden  patch,  to  know 
even  one  life  has  breathed  easier  because 

you  have  lived.  This  is  too  have 

succeeded."  -Emerson 

Isaac  Tovares 
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James  Uva Cristian  Valladares 

Maria  Maria  Tyutyunik 

Kelly  Vanderley 

Life  comes  at  you  all  at  once;  respect  it  the 

right  way  and  it  will  treat  you  back.  Live  life 

moment  by  moment,  it's  an  amazing  thing 
what  freewill  can  do  to  some  people. 

"Some  people  come  into  our  lives  and 
quickly  go.  Some  stay  for  a   while  and 

leave  footprints  on  our  hearts.  And  we  are 

never,  ever  the  same."  My  cheerleaders, 
the  old-school  crew,  the  guys,  &   all  my 

special  girls  who  have  stayed  by  my  side, 

I'll  love  you  always  &   forever 

Class  of  2010 :   «*> — 

Edward  Tsui 

Ed,  Eddy,  Eddy  Bear 

"This  is  your  life,  and  it's  ending  one 

minute  at  a   time." -Chuck  Palahniuk,  Fight  Club 

If  you  saw  the  world  the  way  I   see  the 
world,  you  might  never  sleep  again. 

Maxim  Tsekhanovsky 



Joe  Verran British  Joe,  JoJo 

'We  can't  stop  here,  this  is  bat  country' 

Matthew  Vogan 
Matt 

Good  luck  to  everyone  in  the  future. 
Thanks  to  my  parents  and  my  two  brothers 
for  all  the  support.  FLC  at  Norwich  and  MV 

of  09  Good  Times.  BHS  class  of  2010!! 

Alexander  Vazquez 

Hope  everyone  had  great  time  here  at 

BHS!  I'm  going  to  miss  the  crew  club,  our 
crazy  coaches,  and  especially  Alanna  and 
Dans  famous  arguments  while  the  rest  of 
us  laugh  on.  Also  the  good  times  in  art 

class  in  Milos  room  with  everyone.  Thanks 
to  my  teachers,  friends,  and  especially  my 

crazy  parents  (love  you  guys!).  It's  been  a 
good  four  years,  now  onto  the  next  thing. 
Personality  begins  where  comparison 

ends  -   Karl  Lagerfeld 

Martha  Wechsler 
Wex 

"It  could  have  been  me,  but  instead  it  was 

you/  So  I'll  keep  doing  the  work  you  were 
doing  as  if  I   were  two/  I'll  be  a   student  of 
life,  A   singer  of  songs/  A   farmer  of  food 

and  a   righter  of  wrong/  It  could  have  been 
me,  but  instead  it  was  you/  And  it  may  be 
me  dear  sisters  and  brothers/  before  we 

are  through/  But  if  you  can  work  for 

freedom/ 1   can  too" 

Alanna  Weil 
Lani,  Laris,  Laris  ter,  Al,  A J,  NENE 

"Outside  of  a   dog  a   book  is  a   man's  best 
friend.  Inside  of  a   dog,  it's  too  dark  to 

read."  Groucho 

To  the  good  times  and  to  the  better  times! 

a,a,a,a,c,d,j,l,m,n,t,  jew  crew:  kavod  time! 
Ic  &   ss  my  sistas 

when  in  doubt  hum! 

YOU  DROPPED  SOMETHING... 

Annie  Weis 

"Together,  forever,  we'll  take  one  step  at  a 

time." 
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Arianna  White 

I   somehow  doubt  that  I   am  ever  going  to 
look  back  on  my  life  and  wish  I   had  gone 
to  chemistry  class  more  often...  well... 

I   hope  not  at  least... 

Corey  Whittemore 

Gary 

Hey  freshman  you  may  be  worrying  about 
how  hard  your  senior  year  is  going  to  be, 

but  don't  worry  it's  pretty  easy,  espcially 
your  second  time  around. 

Andrew  Whitworth 

Zach  Winn Helen  Wistman Alden  Kin-Hung  Wong 

Original  Eight/  The  Basement/  Saucy  Like 
Taucy/  21/  Hotbox/  Because  U   Deserve 
What  Every  Individual  Should  Enjoy 

Regularly/  PARTY 

We  sit  on  top  of  the  walls  of  life,  We  stand 
to  be  the  kings  or  queens,  Or  we  can  have 

a   great  fall,  Either  be  loved  or  forgotten.  - 
HOWEVER-  Love  is  stronger  than  death 

even  though  it  can't  stop  death  from 
happening,  but  no  matter  how  hard  death 

tries  it  can't  separate  people  from  love.  It 
can't  take  away  our  memories  either.  In 

the  end,  life  is  stronger  than  death. 
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Paul  Woodley  Jr. 
Pwood,  L.G 

First  I   want  to  thank  anyone  who  has  ever 
helped  me  in  high  school.  I   want  to  thank 

my  closest  friends=  J.P  C.C  Mike  D. 
BadBoyz  forever 

"I'd  rather  die  enormous  than  live  dormant" 

Jay-Z Thank  My  Family  My  Biggest  Support 

Group....  Good  luck  Class  '10  Seniors 

Jing  Wu 
JWu,  Cindy,  Jessica,  Jingaling 

"Reading  furnishes  the  mind  only  with 
material  for  knowledge;  it  is  thinking  that 

makes  what  we  read  ours." -John  Locke 

"The  frog  does  not  drink  up  the  pond  in 

which  he  lives." 
-Alanna  Weil 

Michael  Wynott 

Yt  Xuan Charles  Yan 

Over?  I   must  have  slept  through  it. 
Oh  well. 

Xiaojing  "Annie"  Yang 
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So  it  begins. 

Kevin  Zhang  Yanglin  Zhao 

True  terror  is  to  wake  up  one  morning 
and  discover  that  your  high  school 

class  is  running  the  country. 
Kurt  Vonnegut  Jr. 
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President:  Katie  Christensen 

Vice  President:  Andrew  Carey 
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l he  &y  enioi  {-Pieudent 

Dearest  2010ers, 

As  I   waited  in  the  feisty  mob  anxiously  anticipating  6th  Man  t-shirts  the  week  before  February 
break,  the  elbows  and  knees  banging  into  my  back  and  legs  somehow  gave  me  a   sudden  pang 

of  nostalgia.  I   realized  that  this  was  one  of  the  last  moments  I   would  be  surrounded  by  many  of 

you.  You,  with  whom  I   went  to  Winn  Brook;  rivaled  in  BYBA;  joked  with  in  the  back  of  Mr.  Hansen’s 

orchestra  class  and  ran  into  at  Iggy’s  during  frees.  You  are  remarkable  people  and  it  has  been 
a   privilege  to  spend  the  past  thirteen  years  with  all  of  you. 

We  are  all  familiar  with  Mahatma 

Gandhi’s  words  “you  must  be  the  change 

you  wish  to  see  in  the  world”.  I   hope  you 
will  continue  to  take  initiative  on  projects 

and  causes  about  which  you  are 

passionate.  In  our  four  years  at  Belmont 

High,  you  have  been  the  initiators  of  the 

changes  you  wish  to  see  in  our  world  in 

many  ways.  From  organizing  service 
projects  and  activities,  to  starting  clubs 

__  __  __  and  musical  groups,  to  coordinating 
school  spirit  events,  you  have  taken  the 

reins  on  the  things  about  which  you  care.  Your  combination 

of  talents,  interests  and  opinions  have  helped  you  to 

accomplish  these  and  many  more  things.  Please  do  not  stop 

being  proactive  citizens.  It  is  this  drive  that  will  allow  us  to 

hold  steady  on  the  values  that  mean  the  most  to  and  for  us- 
the  drive  that  will  provide  meaningful  changes  in  our  communities  on  a   local,  national  and  global 
level  for  the  better. 

|   I   am  proud  to  know  you  as  people  who 
support  one  another.  We  have  attended 

one  another’s  concerts,  theatrical 
productions,  after-school  events,  club 
meetings,  games,  tournaments  and 

|   much  more.  I   hope  you  will  continue  to 
j   support  one  another  in  future  endeavors 

and  through  the  years  ahead  of  us. 

r>n; \ 
r   t   ye 

I   “ft  ? 1   /XT’  -4 

Congratulations  on  a   job  well  done!  Pursuing  an  education  is  not  always  easy  but  I   hope  you 

will  continue  to  seize  every  opportunity  that  comes  your  way  to  learn.  My  best  wishes  are  with 

you  always!  I   look  forward  to  seeing  you  in  the  future  at  reunions,  and  more  presently,  at  Anna’s 
and  Rancatore’s. 

f 
I   •   » Cheers  and  Love, 

Katie 
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Michael  Arciprete Matt  Aufiero  Lori  Ayanian 

Symoqe  Blake 
Erin  Bleck Alison  Bowler Josh  Brostoff 

Gary  Asgeir 
Leslie  Baker 

Robert  Bartalini Liana  Bemt 

« 
Beane  Buckley 

Joe  Canina Dane  Caracino Ben  Carlson  Danielle  Carter 
Maria  Casey 

Jerway  Chang Michelle  ChiavetU Katie  Christensen Kevin  Corsino Vincent  Cortina 

» 

» 
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Shaunt  Fereshetian Olivia  Eschenbach  Smith 

Christopher  Hawkins 

Nicky  Gosselin 
Sidonie  Gras 

Michael  Griffin Elizabeth  Halprin 

Michael  Janjigian 

Mari  Hackett Eric  Grigorian 

Brianna  Gallagher 

Julia  Davidovitz 

Ayla  Erdos  Steinberg 

Callie  Furmaniuk 

L   9 

Caroline  Ekchian 

Anumarie  Fransen 

Daje  Gray  Tyler 

Esther  Hamburger 

Claire  Jeong 

j   
Andrew  El  Hayek 

Ben  Green 

Julia  Harris 

Nadine  Karaa 
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Emily  Kolenbrandi Alex  Kozhemiakov Elias  Klein  bock Caroline  Knoblock Kori  Ktona 

Minji  Lee 

Angela  Lai 
Daniel  Lam 

Anne  Leccese 

Alison  Lion Stephanie  Loughran Denise  Ln Liz  Leinbach Benjamin  Levy Nick  Manos 

Sean  M< Catherine  Millane Daniel  McCarthy Malinda  McPherson Andrea  Meyer Andrew  McCracken 

Catherim 
Andrew  Musler 

Thomas  Miller Matthew  Monahon Anushay  Mistry 
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Melanie  Nehrkorn Joshua  Nelson 

Robert  Powers Maddie  Polcari 

[artin  Richard 

Gabriella  Ruf< 
JP  Saidnawey 

AVI 

TOl 
4K7.W 

Marah  Smith Sarah  Straubinger 

Ned  Ohringer 

Alex  Raffa 

Jessica  Rizzuto 

Arianna  Schatzki 
McClain 

Mariel  Strauch 

Jill  Oven 

Christine  Ramsey 

Kaitlin  Schwartz 

Catherine  Tocci 
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i   Chan  tel  Tooroajanian 
Rosa  Topping 

Matt  Vogan 

Zachary  Winn Paul  Woodley 

Kelly  Vanderley 

Arianna  White 

Alexander  Vazquez 
Weis 
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Roving  Reporter 

What  is  one  thing  BHS  does  not  know  about  you? 

Kaitlin  Schwartz- 1   am  enrolled  in  the  Belmont  Hill  School. 

Cory  Stratford-  How  much  I   appreciate  what  Mike  Wynott  has 
given  to  BHS. 

Annie  Leccese- 1   am  a   wizard. 

Joe  Canina-  My  dog  is  named  Joe’s  Dog  (JD). 

Mike  Wynott- 1   am  blessed  enough  to  have  played  along  side 
Cory  Stratford. 

Zack  Panosian- 1   have  a   tail. 

Katie  Christensen- 1   have  been  on  stilts  this  whole  time. 

Melanie  Nehrkorn- 1   love  Beluga  whales. 

Julia  Rodgers- 1   hate  whales. 

Mari  Hackett- 1   broke  Annie  Leccese’s  nose. 

Catherine  Millane- 1   L0V3  B3LM0NT  HiGH  x33. 

Andrew  McCracken-  I'm  from  Colorado. 

Nicky  Gosselin- 1   was  born  a   ginger. 



Caroline  Knoblock- 1   can  tie  a   cherry  stem  in  a   double  knot 
with  my  tongue. 

Julia  Davidovitz- 1   have  naturally  straight  hair  and  curl  it  every 
morning. 

Alex  Kozhemiakov- 1   once  killed  a   man. 

Anonymous-  Well,  I'm  never  going  to  give  you  up,  let  you  down 
or  run  around  and  desert  you. 

Elizabeth  Halprin-  My  name  isn’t  actually  Elizabeth. 

Charles  Ferraro- 1   had  the  privilege  of  playing  basketball  with 
an  all  scholastic. 
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Class  Conservative 

ROBERT  POWERS. 

KATIE  CHRISTENSEN 

Done  Most  for  BHS 

NED  OHRINGER. 

KATIE  CHRISTENSEN. 

RU:  Andrew  El-Hayek,  Kem 

ifc  Alperin,  Annie  Leccese- 

RU:  Colin  Hunsberger, 
‘Annie  Leccese 

Class  Radical 

TIM  HATCH. 

ALANNA  WEIL 

Best  Dressed 

ED  TSOI 

SAMANTHA  TSE 

Justin  Murphy-Tucki fafeXori  Ktona^M 
J:  Colin  Hunsberger, 
Martha  Weschler 

Unsung  Hero 
MIKE  WYNOTT. 

KASEY  REYNOLDS 

Best  Actor 

ELIAS  KLEINBOCK 
LESLIE  BAKER 

BASKETBALL 

RU:  Joe  Verrai 
Marah  Smith, 

RU:  Deane  Bucklf 
Annie  Leccese* 



Best  Hair 

HANK  BROEGE. 

CHRISTINE  RAMSEY 

Mike  Janjigian. 
.eslie  Baker 

Best  Height 

RICHARD  PAN. 

KATIE  CHRISTENSEN 

RU:  Andrew  Care; 

Stephanie  Lukj 

Most  Athletic 
VINNY  CORTINA. 

ABBY  ANANIAN 

RU:  Mike  Wynol 
Claire  Mackevicii 

Best  Smile 

JERWAY  CHANG. 

MARIA  CASEY 

RU:  Sam  Efthim, 

jrTess  Rufo  m 

Teachers  Pet 
ROBERT  POWERS, 

JENNY  KANG 

RU:  Ainara  Arcelus 

Best  All  Around 

MIKE  WYNOTT. 

KRISSY  RUANE 

RU!  Charles  Ferraro 
k   Claire  Mackevicius 



^   Fights  like 

Married  Couple 

JOSH  BROSTOFF  and  OLIVIA 

vESCHENBACH  SMITH ^ 

Most  Likely  to  Succed 
JOSH  GREENSPAN. 

AINARA  ARCELUS 

_RU:  Dan  Abram  and 
Alanna  WeiJ 

Best  Eyes 
ANDREW  MCCRACKEN. 

LESLIE  BAKER 

Class  Flirt 
JUSTIN  MURPHY  TUCKER. 

MARI  HACKETT 

f:  Cory  Stratfoi 
Marah  Smith  i 

RU:  James  Uva, 

Leah  Blenkhorn 

Favorite  Teachers 

MR  DUNN. 

MS  BLOOM 

Most  Artistic 
LYLE  ANALETTO. 

ESTHER  HAMBURGER 



Class  Townie 

MIKE  DESTEFANO. 

KRISSY  RUANE 

Best  Build 

MARCUS  PAPAS. 

MIRA  FUNG 

RU:  David  Robert! 

[Jm  Jordan  Claryrf 

RU:  Joe  Canina, 
Danielle  Carter 

Most  Spirited 
ANDREW  EL  HAYEK. 

MARI  HACKETT 

Most  Fun  Filled 

WYLIE  LEABO. 

ABBY  ANANIAN 

RU:  Brian  Conneely,  Krissy 
Ruane,  Andrea  Meyer 

RU:  Josh  Nelson, 

Jessica  Rizzuto 
Best  to 

Take  Home  to  Mom 

CHARLES  FERRARO. 

JESSIE  NILAND 

Best  Laugh 

DANE  CARACINO. 

ROSA  TOPPING 

RU:  Dan  McCarthy, 

f   Nanci  Eggleston^ 
RU:  Tom  Miller,  Samantha 

^Tse,  Krissy  Ruane 



Most  Likely  to 

be  Famous 

OSCAR  SUCHANEK. 

MARA  SMITH 

Most  likely  to 

Take  Over  the  World 
TIM  HATCH. 

v.  JENNY  KANG  ^ 

Most  Friendly 
CORY  STRATFORD. 

JULIA  RODGERS 

Class  Couple 

AHREN  KULAS  and 

ALANA  CURRAN 

RU:  Kevin  Corsino, 

K^sara  Donnelly 

RU:  Richard  Pan, 

Martha  Wechsler 

Most  Disruptive 
BRIAN  CONNEELY. 

ABBY  ANANIAN 

Best  Should  be  Couple 
JOE  CANINA  and 

VINNY  CORTINA 

™Mct®jghlin 

;sy  Ruane  M 

•   RU:  Joe  McNamara  and •   Emily  Regier 

RU:  Joe  Canina, 
Kaitlin  Schwartz 

RU:  Andrew  Musler  and 

■MteMira  Fung  — -   * 



Class  Scrub 

DEVON  DUBOST. 

AOIFE  OKELLY 

Best  Voice 

SAM  EFTHIM. 

LESLIE  BAKER 

Class  Clown 

ALEX  KOZHEMIAKOV. 
ABBY  ANAIAN 

RU:  Andy  Whitworth 
Liana  Bernt 

Class  Cutie 

GARY  NIELSEN. 

STEPHANIE  LUK 

Class  Clueless 

JON  SIRACUSA. 

KAITLIN  SCHWARTZ 

RU:  Jim  Zhang, 

Shaina  Kulbersh 

Most  Argumentative 
ELIAS  KLEINBOCK. 

MANYA  TYUTYUNIK 

RU:  Ned  Ohringer, 

Julia  Davidovitz 

o 
o 

>   •   •   •   :   .   •   . 

— 
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.   RU:  Bo  Galvin, 
Martha  Weschler 
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RU:  Andrew  El-Hayek.  Kenny 

■   irAlperin,  Annie  Leccesarfrf 

RU:  Leonid  Grinberg 

Kaitlin  Schwartz 

Most  Outgoing 
JOE  CANINA. 

KAITLIN  SCHWARTZ 

Best  Looking 

JASI  KUBASEK. 

CHRISTINE  RAMSEY 

RU:  Colin  Hunsberger. 

Samantha  Yse 

RU:  Josh  Nelson, 
Brian  Conneely, 

Olivia  Eschenbach-Smith 
iost  Likely  to  be  on 

Jersey  Shore 
ALEX  RAFFA. 

MADDIE  POLCARI 

Biggest  LB ANDREW  CAREY. 

KAITLIN  SCHWARTZ 

Most  Musical 
HUNTER  BENNET. 

MALINDA  MCPHERSON 

Fastest  Talker 
GARRETT  CUNNINGHAM 

TIEOUIN  ROQUERRE 



' 
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Andrew  and  Joel  McCracken 
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Leslie  and  Kelly  Baker 
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President  —   Simone  Steinberg 

Vice  President  -   Whan  Lee 

Secretary  —   Keven  Dooley 

Treasurer  -   Jack  Lowrie 
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Bobak 

Abdolmohammadi 

Maha  Akkeh Shireen  Akram-Boshar Mark  Albano Leslie  Amrein Kathryn  Ananian 

Abigail  Ayres Amaya  Arcelus 

fksii 

Joseph  Ayanian Christina  Baboian Christian  Backus 

Jacqueline  Bean Liana  Bekelian Charlotte  Barton Kelsey  Bennett Nora  Bent 

Inger-Johanne  Barth- 
Stenersen 

Kathryn  Berens 

Naomi  Brigell Emma  Brown Aidan  Buck 
Joshua  Bumcrot 

Caleb  Brah Sarah  Burt 
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Stinne  Busse-Drechsler Emma  Cahoon Alexander  Campbell 
Justin  Chao 

Tzu-Yen  Chen Vinson  Chen 

Xiao  Zhu  Chen 

•U\  t*. 

Thomas  Cho Ventris  Clark Leah  Coconides Caroline  Chobanian 

Christopher  Concannon Taylor  Conley 
Spencer  Constable Lorenzo  Cosmo- 

Paolo  Cosmo- 
Allison  Colton 

Tourreilles Tourreilles 

Christopher  Cox William  Craig Mackenzie  Cushman 
Edgar  Damatian Benjamin  Dearden 

Michael  Dicienzo 
Jenna  Disalvio 

Marcus  Dixon Bridget  Dooley 
Greer  Duckworth 

Keven  Dooley 

H   the  Juniors 



Olivia  Dumont Sharif  Durzi Reed  Ellis Rebecca  Fennel Andrew  Fine Brianna  Duffy 

James  Fisher 

■S2& 

Kenya  Freeman  Nicholas  Frigo 
Eddie  Giron Leslie  Garcia John  Gehrig 

Julia  Graham Thomas  Granowitz Eric  Griswold Jessica  Groeneweg Gabriella  Grimaldi Daniel  Griftin 

Emily  Guthrie Nicholas  Guthrie Melissa  Habelow Rebecca  Haines 
Stephen  Hakim Ross  Hall 

fasmeen  Hamdoun Amy  Harlowe Rashaud  Harris 
Taylor  Hicks 

Rebecca  Hillel Helena  Hinterding 

Class  of  2011 117 



Joseph  Houtmeyers 
Xinli  Huang Katherine  Ho 

Susie  Jang 

Juyoung  Hwang Takuya Inoue 

Lindsay  Kelley Lauren  Kelly Benjamin  Kennedy 
Kendall  King 

Jason  Kleckner 
Giorgi  Khachaturov 

Vasilis  Kostantinidis Araxi  Krafian Adin  Kreiger-Benson Sonja  Kytomaa Luka  Ladan lan  Lapolla 

•JJH  the  Juniors 



Dimitri  Livitz 
Onyee  Lo 

Elizabeth  Lockett 
Julian  Lockwood 

Zachary  Logan 
Emma  Long 

Jennifer  Long Luke  Loreti Kathleen  Louis 
Jackson  Lowrie 

Ivan  Lozano Chunkit  Luk 

Catherine  Lynch Daniel  Macauley Dana  Macdonald Michael  Macdonald 

Joseph  Mahmoud 
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Alan  McDonald Margaret  McDonough Alexander  McFarland Erin  McGlashen 

•*r  • 

Victoria  McKay 
James  McLaughlin 

Kellyjo  Miller 

I 

Allison  McTague Kevin  McVay  Kidest  Mequanent Sasha  Merrdl Benjamin  Meyer 

Joseph  Mocera loseph  Monteiro Talar  Mouradian Brenna  Mulhem Daniel  Miller-Medzon William  Munichiello 

Daniel  Neagu 

'tm 

.   v   4 
Evan  Nichols Paul  Nichols Hilmar  Nielsen Alexander  Nolin 

Kathryn  O'brien 

Alison  O'neil Ariana  Ognihene Danika  Palmer Edward  Palo Alexandra  Panicucci 

H   the  Juniors 



Victoria  Panosian Matthew  Paolillo Stephen  Paolillo 
Juan  Paredes 

Jong  Bum  Park 

Kelly  Papa 

Preyel  Patel Ju  Hee  Park Jonald  Paul 
Christy  Pazhampilly Adrian  Pearson Amanda  Peavey 

Christopher  Poillucci Stephanie  Polcari 

Rachel  Preston Vinayak  Rao 
Amrita  Ray 

Matthew  Reagan Siobhan  Reardon Vincent  Probst 

Brendan  Reilly 
Emily  Rifkin 

Luke  Robinson Arno  Rockier Christopher  Reilly 

Class  of  2011 121 



Meghan  Rodriguez Samuel  Rojas Stefano  Rufo Laura  Ruiz Seamus  Rushe Marissa  Russo 

Garo  Safaian Saro  Sataian Kevin  Sainte Giulia  San  Martino Ridhima  Saxena 
Margaret  Scenna 

Sarah  Shuster William  Slap Karen  Smith Daniel  Shea 

Ryan  Smith 
Melody  Sokol 

Simone  Steinberg Lauren  Stone 

Laura  Thurber 

Shara-Latrice  Sydney 

Alexandra  Tilden 

Lara  Tcherkezian 

Kayce  Toppin 

Nour  Taha 

Elizabeth  Tkachenko Aaron  Thompson 

Angela  Thoma 

Robert  V igna 

yjH  the  Juniors 



Kiana  Willis Leslie  Wolf 
Jennifer  Woo Zachary  Wooster 

Nicholas  Wyly 
Lisa  Xu 

Wan-Lu  Xu 

Hong-Wef  Zheng 

Melissa  Yazejian Samantha  Yazejian 

Hong- Xiang  Zheng Kathleen  Zhu Leonardo  Ziporyn 

Harout  Yogurtian Heng-Jen  Yu 

Class  of  2011 



President  —   Dentitri  Marcatonis 

Vice  President  ~   Chris  Jones 

Secretary  -   George  Zeng 

Treasurer  -   Michael  Zhang 
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Douglas  Anderson Melissa  Anderson 
Sophia  Anderson John  Arciprete Joanna  Albert Crispin  Arkinstall 

Aleek  Artinian Estelle  Autissier 

Kelly  Baker Rosemary  Baratta 
John  Barber 

Amelia  Ayres Christina  Azarian Sina  Azimi 
Sung  J   in  Bae 

Sami  Baghdady 
Juliet  Barker 

Geoffrey  Bayers Brendan  Bennett Keri  Beucler 
Anugrah  Bk 

Michael  Battista Adam  Belkadi 

Katelyn  Bokovoy Alexa  Bowman Stacey  Brandt Pilar  Brito 
James  Brown 
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Louise  Browns  Berger Nicolas  Brun-Cottan Rafael  Bucciarelli Sarah  Buckley Brielle  Butler Rebecca  Caplan 

Thad  Carlile Jillian  Carney 
Jodi  Carter Mary  Ellen  Caruso 

Alisa  Castagno 
Alyson  Carter 

Andreas  Chaniotakis 

Grace  Chung 

Alexandra  Dalby Margaret  Davis 

John  Chase Jesse  Chen 

John  Craig 

Jacob  Deese 

Virginia  Chesson 
Larisa  Chapa 

Paul  Connor Christopher  Costello 

Gina  De  Stefano 

David  Crowell 

Katherine  Delaney 

Quin  Cui 

Ha  Young  Choi 

Elizabeth  Diamond 

•JJH  the  Sophomores 



Sarah-Eve  Dill Leyla  Dincer Christian  Domos Olivia  Donoghue 
Sophia  Donohue 

Joshua  Dow 

Eliana  Dunlap Lindsay  Duval 
John  Egbert 

Katherine  Fallon 
Matthew  Fanning 

Jessica  Fay Alexander  Felshtinsky Meena  Fernald Andrew  Ferson Mikhail  Fishman Fiona  Frick 

Hayley  Furmaniuk Christopher  Garrett Anahit  Gasparyan Sarah  Gibbons Robert  Gibson 
Aidan  Goldman 

|   Julien  Goldstick Evan  Gonzales Brian  Gramolini Paul  Green Allen  Guai Christine  Guai 

Class  of  2012 
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Hollis  Hunsberger Hai  Huang Jia  Huang 

Xenia  Jamshed-Khan Christopher  Jones 
Tyler  Jones 

Brendan  Hurtubise Miho  Ichikawa Sun  Min  Jessica  Im 

Horyong  Jung Alex  Kagho 
Haein  Kang 

Graham  Keeth  Nadia  Kelley Sarah  Kinkade  Caleb  Kissel Sari  Kayyali 

| 

Ahra  Koh 



Jeremy  Lockett 

John  Lazenby Tyler  Leach Margaret  Leccese 
Joanna  Lee 

Lisa  Liddell Andrew  Lints 

Mikaela  Loukas Matthew  Madden Meaghan  Mahoney Britta  Marden Alexandra  Mardirossian 

Aaron  Mattos Walker  Matzko Zachary  McCabe 

I 
Caroline  McCarthy Ciaron  McKenna 

James  McClellan 

Matthew  Melanson 
Emily  Merfeld Madeline  Mesard Casey  McLaughlin Lindsay  Milhom Caitlin  Miller 

Class  of  2012  ̂  



Joanna  Milton Elizabeth  Miller Whitney  Mulhem 
Abbey  Murphy 

Sam  Musler Christian  Mombru 

William  Musserian Chovi  Nazaire Suzuka  Nitta Brianna  Normile 
Erin  O'brien 

Lucas  Neves 

Erin  O'donovan Sophia  Offner Catherine  Osborn 
\ 

James  Pan 

Ellen  Osborn Matthew  Parlon 

Benjamin  Pejko Sophia  Pellegrini Rebecca  Pelofsky Malcolm  Perkins Nina  Perrotta Bennett  Peterson 

Ethan  Price 
Dominique  Ramos 

■1 

■XT 

Rebecca  Powers Carolyn  Preston Rachel  Polansky John  Ramsey 

•JJH  the  Sophomores 



Benjamin  Reid 

Erin  Reilly 

Christian  Raymond Jonathan  Reder Amiel  Reid 

Stephanie  Rich Nicole  Rideman Gregory  Rocha Mark  Rocha Michael  Rocha Ting  Rui 

Kyle  Sacca Alleigh  Shaughnessy Erin  Shea Nora  Shea 

Guochen  Shen Weilu  Shen Tomo  Shinoda Aika  Shishido Terrence  Shu Hannah  Silverfine 

Tae-Yil  Son Harim  Song 

Jane  Starr 

Anna  Straubinger Tucker  Smith Eric  Sublett 

Class  of  2012 131 



David  Sullivan Jonathan  Sung 
Ye-Eun  Sung Simon  Tacvorian Noah  Tananbaum Emma  Teach 

Angel  Tejada Joshua  Teopaco Abigail  Tou.jian Max  Tromanhauser 

Joanna  Tse 
Maegan  Tucker 

Angela  Tutein David  Vail Markus  Vargas Kevin  Viglirolo 
Albert  Wang 

Linda  Wei 

Monica  Weindling Courtney  Winn Eric  Wistman Nathan  Wolman 
Alison  Wong Ik  /   —   /.^ 

Keiyanah  Woodley 

Dong  Dong  You Nicholas  Wybieralla Samuel  Wyner 
Binley  Yang Taron  Yezdoghlyan Lori  Yogurtian 

yjH  the  Sophomores 
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Najette  Abouelhadi 

Elizabeth  Ayanian 

Liv  Barth-Stenersen 

Amari  Bradshaw 

Jake  Burchard 

Charlotte  Alexander Natalie  Alpert Annabel  Anderson 
Daphne Assimakopoulos 

James  Barber 

Billy  Axiotis 

Valentin  Ayer Scott  Backman Razmig  Banosian 
Kendall  Barrett 

Erin  Bean Maryam  Beheshti Briana  Bertolami Jessamyn  Biette Alexander  Blakelock 

Samuel  Bragg Nicholas  Brancazio 
Deja-Rene  Brathwaite Cayla  Breneus 

Zoe  Brown 

Alexandra  Cellucci Michael  Burns 
Emily  Butte Mary  Carbeck 

Carolyn  Casey 

Class  of  2013 135 



Chandrakasan 

Helen  Chow Sean  Clark Lindsey  Coconides Jonathan  Comeau 
Elizabeth  Conley 

Megan  Dahill William  Davenport Deven  Desai Madison  Devine Vincent  Digiovanni Daniel  Dignan 

•JJH  the  Freshmen 



.   ill.  /»,' Jordan  Farah Kara  Fischer Lukas  Fischer Megan  Foley Valentin  Frank Madeline  Gallo 

Michael  Goode Benjamin  Goodman Michael  Goodwin Christopher  Gortmaker Jeffrey  Gortmaker 
Joshua  Gracia 

Kalyani  Grad-Kaimal Evan  Green Alexander  Griffin Sean  Griffin Daniel  Grinberg Alex  Guan 

Nisa  Gurung Puspa  Gurung Hanako  Gutterman Michael  Halprin Miriam  Hamburger Hannah  Hawks-Mayer 

Class  of  2013 137 



James  Healy Rachel  Hennessy Aria  Herosian 
Cindy  Ho Richard  Horgan Miriam  Hraiz 

Zane  Hunedy Dylan  ludicone Nadia  James Craig  Janjigian 
Seok  Jo 

Liliane  Jones 

Julia  Knight Abigail  Kohn 

Sarah  Kulbersh Markus  Kytomaa 

Anna  Kassaraba 

Myles  Koskinen 

Yulia  Katsman 

Harry  Kouyoumjian 

Nicholas  Larussa 

Devin  Kelly 



Kathryn  Leinbach Matthew  Levine Laura  Levitt Johny  Li  Situ 
Brian  Liddell 

Jason  Liu Alec  Lockett Kristen  Lonero 
William  Long 

Jessie  Lu 

Ashley  Marquez Daniel  Martin 
Brittany  Martin-Alien 

Roxanne  Martino Marlene  Martins 

Jonathan  Mauger Mathilde  McAlpin Ariana  McFarland Anna  McGlashen 

Rachael  Lundgren 

Victoria  Maniscalco 

Marina  Massidda 

Alison  Mclsaac 

Class  of  2013 139 



Sean  McNamara Sergei  Meehan Lucy  Mesrobian 
Michael  Messer John  Minor 

Antonio  Montalvo Frances  Mooney 

Gabrielle  Mountain Matthew  Muckjian 

Isabelle  Murphy Joseph  Musi 

Owen  Mooney Christina  Moore Joseph  More 

Jay  Mulani 
Amber  Muller 

Niamh  Mulrooney 

Marielle  Nankeu Anne  Neylon 
Katlyn  Noonan 

Georga  Morgan- 

Fleming 

Catherine  Noone 

•JJH  the  Freshmen 



Sol  Park Ravi  Pathak 
Vijay  Pathak 

Anne  Pellenq 
Margaret  Poterba Rickland  Powell 

Hannah  Pratt Samuel  Pratt Eli  Pullman Patrick  Quinn Vanessa  Rai Sarah  Rapaport 

Jennifer  Rass Matthew  Reardon Tomas  Reimers Christopher  Rizzo Jerentie  Roche 

Mcclain 

Class  of  2013  141 



Dana  Siskind Kc  Skelton 

Juliana  Somers 

George  Tarabelsi 

Ryan  Skillman 

Tyler  Sorenson 

Valentina  Tarzijan 
Gabby  Tashjian 

William  Staub 

Andrew  Slap 

Robert  Stafford 

Vincent  Wenzel 

Monica  Shapiro 

Henry  Smith Kara  Smith 

Brendon  Sullivan 

ft 

Madeleine  Snyder 

Benjamin  Tapper 

Steven  Vail Tarese  Thompson Joseph  Tocci Junior  Toussaint Nicholas  Trano Elsie  Tutunjian 

Beatriz  Valdivia  Christopher  Van  Winkle  Ja/.min  Vohalis 
Anqi  Wan 

John  Webber 

•JJH  the  Freshmen 



Timothy  Whitworth Jacqueline  Williams 
Milo  Williams Dane  Witten M   I Ian  Wooster Nathan  Worrell 

Thomas  Wright Morris  Yau Yeoman  Yoon Alexander  Ypsilantis 
Madeline  Zhang 

Katherine  Zolner 

Class  of  2013 143 



LABBB 
The  LABBB  Collaborative  services  students  who  have  a   variety  of 
special  needs.  The  acronym,  LABBB,  stands  for  the  5   towns  that  make 
up  the  collaborative:  Lexington,  Arlington,  Bedford,  Burlington  and 
Belmont.  The  Belmont  High  School  LABBB  classroom  is  made  up  of 
students  of  varied  academic  levels  and  abilities.  Many  students 
participate  in  the  vocational  component  of  LABBB,  working 
independent  employment.  Students  also  participate  in  a   strong 
academic  program  both  within  the  LABBB  classroom  and  in  the  BHS 
mainstream,  as  appropriate.  In  addition,  LABBB  students  are 
integrated  into  high  school  for  clubs,  as  well  as  working  in  the  School 

Store,  which  is  a   great  learning  experience  for  both  LABBB  and  BHS 1 
students.  The  focus  for  all  our  Students  is  to  build  independence 
through  a   curriculum  of  both  functional  and  traditional  academics, 
social  skills  group  and  vocational  training. 
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Oh  ho  ho  ho! 

Believe  in  us,  who 
believe  in  you! 
OTL 

■ 

Club 

We  pull  together  people 
who  are  interested  in 
Asian  culture  from  all 

different  grades  and 
create  a   community 
whose  purpose  is 

basically  to  just  have  a 
blast.  Clothespin  ninjas, 

T-Shirt  flash  mobs,  and 
Asian  Culture  Nights 
are  just  some  of  the 

jewels  that  make  our 
club  shine. 

Thanks  to  Ms.  Chen  for 

supporting  us  all  the 
way. 
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At  7:30  its  a   date 
We  all  congregate 

To  make  the  world  great 

We're  sorry  the  meetings 

Go  way  too  late 

Love  always,  your 

Belmontian  Officers 

R«*  . nU*  . 

In  room  138 

With  over  50  people 

coming  together  every 
Wednesday  and  Friday 
afterschool  to  learn  and 

practice  dance  under 
the  direction  of  Mrs. 

Sandra  Parks,  students 

are  given  the 
opportunity  to  share 
and  expand  their 
knowledge  of  ballet, 

jazz,  hip-hop,  and 
modern  styles  of  dance. 
As  Mrs.  Parks  would 

say:  “We  love  to 

dance.” 
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French  Club  has 

undulated,  but  every 
year  we  support  and 

participate  in  the  Walk 
for  Haiti,  Partners  in 
Health,  and  revel  in 

French  cinema. 

May  the  legacy 
continue. 

People  from  all  spheres 
of  gender  and  sexual 

identification  are 
welcome  to  come 

discuss  gay  rights  and 

arts  in  the  BHS  Gay- 
Straight  Alliance.  As 

long  as  you  aren't  Bill O'Reilly.. 
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1 
u   ws  . 

Iiajf  Ml  A 

Men  from  Mars? 
Women  from  Venus? 
Last  time  I   checked  we 
were  both  stuck  on 

earth. 

■   *   (   •   '   .   •   '   .   •   '   ,   ♦   *   #   .   #   •   _•* 

Half  Marathon  Club, 

nothing  is  cooler  than 
finding  half  a   deer  on  a 
run  through  rock 
meadow. 
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We  do  it  for  the 

sh.. .kicks  and  giggles. 

•   -   •   A   A   m   m   m   •   • 

•^MathYTeam#. 
>igigBWWwy».  • 

•   •   f •?*&&?*&?•  *   •   * • .   •   • .   •   • .   •   • .   * 

.. 
Science  Club  ain't 
nothing  compared  to 
Math  Team. 
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Because  high  school  is 
full  of  low  points... 

V3B  Highpoint^.; 
•   %iiKUuwtwwg»y. 

••  •• 

You  guys  Mock! 

Amazing  season 
everyone!  Next  year 

just  remember  to  beat 
Newton  South  and  go 

to  the  bathroom  before 
the  trial  starts. 

Till  then,  rock  out  with 

your  mock  out  and 

party  like  a   mockstar! Love, 

The  Mockers 
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This  is  MUN’s  2nd  year 
at  BHS.  We  learn  how 
the  UN  works  as  well 
as  become  aware  of 

global  issues.  This  year 
we  represented 
countries  at  two 

conferences,  BosMUN 
and  LexMUN.  We  have 

raised  money  for 
HERO,  a   UN  campaign 

to  help  orphans  and 
children  affected  by  the 

AIDS  epidemic  in 
Africa. 

P.s.  Isn't  she  lovely? 

•   •   «   *   ••  •   •**  *   •#*•••••<%  *   • 

;   rcrfor^ngJArw 

•CompanyPP?/-' Things  to  remember: 

The  "devil"  made  us  do 
it!  ELIAS  is  a   Puritan 
stallion. 

"Thanks  to  Keven, 

KEVEN" 
"ARE  YOU  STONED, 
WOMAN??" Leo:  beware  of  Don 

Alverzo's  tweezers, 
they  may  stab  you  in 
the  hand 

"Time's  up,  Let's  do 

this...." 
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It  has  been  another 

amazing  year  together: 
we  have  had  so  much 
fun  eating,  doing 

activities,  watching 
movies. ..and  eating  :) 

Special  thanks  to  Ms. 
Melnikoff  and  Ms. 
Sabella  for  all  your 

wonderful  support  and help! 
Love, 

Alex,  Catherine  and 
Nadine 
Your  PALS  officers 

"The  truth  is  rarely  pure 

and  never  simple." 

-The  Importance  of 

Being  Earnest,  Oscar Wilde 
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"All  of  my  activities  are 
so  pedestrian.  The 

extreme  sport  I   play  is 
ping  pong.  And  we  play 

it  hard.  If  any  of  you 
suckers  want  to  step  up 

to  the  table,  be  ready" 
-Seth  Green 

BRFC  was  started  in 

the  Spring  of  2007  as  a 
casual  club  for  a 

handful  of  Belmont 

High  School  students 
who  wanted  to  learn 

rugby.  This  season 
BRFC  embarks  on  its 

third  year  of  match  play 
and  is  eager  to 

participate  in  both  the 
NERFU  tournament 

and  the  Massachusetts 

State  Tourney. 

1% 



ClubPRO 

Rugby  teams  are families.  You  train 
together,  you  play 

together,  you  hit  each 
other,  and  you  pick 

each  other  up. ..on  and 
off  the  field.  For  the  first 

year,  we  give  you  the 
Belmont  Girl's  Rugby 
Football  Club  (BGRFC). 
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Under  the  superior 
dictatorship  of  Martin 

Richard  and  Alison 

Liou,  the  Science  Club 
continued  to  be  a   force 
to  be  reckoned  with  in 
the  Western  Suburban 

Science  League,  the 
Science  Bowl,  and  the 

Science  Olympiad 
competitions. 

And  yes,  we  are  way 
cooler  than  the  Math 

Team. 

•• 

A 

•• 

The  Belmont  Ultimate 
Frisbee  team  is  a   club 

team  that  plays 
competitive  Ultimate 

against  nearby  schools. 
The  team  competes  in 
the  high  school  league 

run  by  the  Boston 
Ultimate  Disc  Alliance 

and  plays  in  the  state 
tournament  held  at  the 

end  of  the  season. 
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We  missed  you 
Sharon. ..but  you  guys 
are  alright ;) 

Love,  Annie,  Claire, and  Krissy 

Work^^SHclp^hc 
•   •   • •   •   •   • k   . • *   .   •   *   •   ■ 

Thanks  everyone  for 

another  great  year!  We 
accomplished  so  much 

and  we  couldn't  have done  it  without  each 

member  putting  in  so 
much  time  and  energy. 

The  Hunger  Banquet, 

our  Rosie's  catering, 
Bristol  Lodge,  and 

everything  else  we  did 
this  year  were  all  really 
fantastic.  Thanks  for 
everything! 

Love, Your  favorite 
officers. 
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"Sometimes 

the  questions 

are 
complicated 

and  the 

answers  are 

simple" 
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PAUL  WOODLEY 

Paul,  we  are  so  proud 
of  you.  We  wish  you  all 
the  best  in  your  future 
endeavors.  Hard  work 

pays  off.  We  love  you 
very  much,  Mommy, 
Keiyanah  and  Parris. 

Ayla  Erdos-Steinberg 

Congratulations,  u   r 

a   gr8t  sister! 
Good  Luck!! 

xo  Rae 

Daniel  Carter  Abram 

Congratulations  on  your  graduation  Dan!  We're  so  proud 
of  you:  Honor  roll,  cello,  hip  hop,  BEFTY,  crew,  reviews 
in  the  HighPoint,  our  fun,  funny  and  fabulous  son! 
Much  Love,  XOXO  Mom,  Dad  &   the  Count! 

Michael  Griffin 

We  could  not  be  more 

proud  of  you!!  Your  future 
belongs  to  you!  May  you 
find  your  path  and  soar 
to  great  heights! 

Love, 

Mom,  Pop,  Alex  and 
Shadow 
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Jillian  Oven 

Congratulations  Jillian  and  the  class  of 
2010 

We're  proud  of  you 

We  Love  you 

Mom,  Dad,  Dan,  and  Ben 
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PROUD  TO  BE  THE  OFFICIAL  PHOTOGRAPHER  OF 

Belmont  High  School 

RATH 

STUDIOS 

CONGRATULATIONS! 
CLASS  OF  2010 

800-426-9533 
www.prestigeportraits.com 



J.P.  Saidnawey 

You  are  such  a   wonderful  son  and  terrific 

older  brother. 

We  are  so  proud  of  you  and  know  you  are 

on  your  way  to  great  things. 

Just  remember  to  keep  smiling,  work  hard 

and  hit  'em  straight. 

We  love  you  so  much! 

Mom,  Dad,  Kyle  and  Maggie 

4fM 5T 



Shuntaro 

Congratulations  to  you  &   the  Class  of  2010! 

DEAR  MAX 

DID  YOU  KNOW.. 

Life  is  one  grand,  sweet  song,  so  start  the  music. 
- RONALD  REAGAN 

The  history  of  a   people  are  found  in  its  songs. 

GEORGE  JELLINEK 

Your  talent  is  God’s  gift  to  you.  What  you  do  with  it  is  your 

gift  back  to  God. -LEO  BUSCAGLIA 

One  thing  I   like  about  jazz,  kid,  is  that  I   don’t  know  what’s to  happen  next.  Do  you? 
-BIX  BEIDERBECKE 

How  proud  we  are  of  the  young  man  you  have  become! 
With  all  our  love  and  all  our  support, 

Let  the  journey  continue. . . 

Your  lovingfamily, 

Dad,  Mom,  Alex,  Jacob  and  Maura 

Vincent  Cortina 

Vincent. 

Shoot  for  the  moon.  Even  if  you  miss  it  you  will  land 

among  the  stars. 

Congratulations  and  best  wishes  for  happiness  and 
success! 

Love.  Mom.  Dad.  Stephanie  and  Austin 

Dane  Caracino 

Go  on,  step  out. 

Make  your  dreams 
come  true! 
Love, 

Mom,  Dad  &   Sawako 
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The  pride  of  success  is  hard  work,  dedication 
and  determination  that  whether  we  win  or 

lose,  we  have  applied  the  best  of  ourselves  to 
the  task  at  hand. -Vince  Lombardi 
Congratulations  Dane.  We  are  so  proud  of 
you.  All  our  best  wishes.  Much  love  and  God 
bless,  Dad,  Mom  and  Devin 



Marc, 

We  are  very  proud  of  you. 

Congratulations  on 

your  achievement! Love, 

Mom  and  Dad 

Jessie  Niland 

The  key  to  happiness  is  having 

dreams.  The  key  to  success  is 

making  your  dreams  come  true. 

Thanks  for  always  making 

us  smile,  we  are  all  so  proud 

of  you! 
All  our  love, 

Mom,  Dad,  Ali  and  Caroline 

Martin  Bicharfl 
Once  an  Eagle,  always  an  Eagle. 

Soar  and  fulfill  your  dreams. 

We  are  proud  of  your  many  achievements. 
Love, 

Mom,  Dad  and  Will 



JASI  KUBASEK Maria  Casey 
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David  Roberts 

David,  congrats  on  reaching  yet 

another  milestone!  We're  so 
proud  of  you  S   grateful  for  the 

wonderful  young  man  you've 
become,  brightening  our  lives 

throughout  these  very  special  18 

years!  You  will  always  be  my 
Sunshine!  Remember  the 

greatness  inside  of  you  ©   go  for 
it!  Love.  Mom.  Dad  S   Mitchell 

WOW 

CONGRATULATIONS 

JASI! 

WHAT  A   GREAT  TIME 

THE  LAST  18  YEARS 
HAVE  BEEN, 

WE  ARE  VERY  PROUD 

OF  YOU! 

GO  PLAY  LAX,  LEARN 

MUCH,  LOVE  LIFE  .... 

LOVE,  MOM,  DAD,  NICK 

&   MAIJA 

DID  YOU  KNOW... 

Life  is  one  grand,  sweet  song,  so  start  the  music. . . 
-RONALD  REAGAN 

The  history  of  a   people  are  found  in  its  songs. 

-GEORGE  J ELLIN EK 

Your  talent  is  God’s  gift  to  you.  What  you  do  with  it  is  your 
gift  back  to  God. 

-LEO  BUSCAGLIA 

One  thing  I   like  about  jazz,  kid,  is  that  1   don’t  know  what’s 
to  happen  next.  Do  you? 
-BIX  BEIDERBECKE 

How  proud  we  are  of  the  young  man  you  have  become! 

With  all  our  love  and  all  our  support, 

Let  the  journey  continue. . . 

Your  lovingfamily, 

232  Dad,  Mom,  A/ex,  Jacob  and  Maura 

Belmont  Cross  Country 

Congratulations  on  a   Great  Head  Start. 
Good  Luck  in  Your  Future  (Races). 



Josh  Nelson 

Josh, 

We  love  you, 

and  we'll  always 
be  cheering  you 
on! 

Congratulations! 

Dad,  Mom,  Katie, 
Lucy  and  Edy 

Alison  Liou 

Congratulations,  Alison! 
We  are  so  proud  of  you! 

We  wish  you  a   happy  and 
successful  future. 
Love, 

Mom  and  Dad 

Michael  Wynott 
Michael, 

From  the  day  you  were  born,  you  have  brought 
nothing  but  joy  and  happiness  into  our  lives.  We 
are  so  proud  of  the  kind,  bright,  hard  working 

young  man  you  have  become.  You  have 
accomplished  so  much  and  now  there  is  even 
more  to  look  forward  to.  Set  your  goals  high  and 

don't  let  anybody  tell  you  no.  Congratulations!! 
Love,  Mom,  Dad  and  Kristen 



Caroline  Knoblock 
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J   oyous 

O   utgoing 

S   trong 

E   xceptional 

P   henomenal 

H   onorable 

CANINA 

We  are  very  proud  of  all  your  accomplishments! 

Love,  Mom  &   Dad  -   Julie  &   Emily 



Symone  A.  Blake Benjamin  Carlson 
Go  confidently  in  the  direction  of  your  dreams.  Live 

a 

the  life  you  have  Imagined.  -Thoreau 
You  are  loved... 

Mom,  Maya,  Dad,  Den,  Robin,  and  fi-ida  and  Dorey 

Olivia  Eschenbach'Smith 

We  love  you,  Olivia! 
xoxo 

Dad,  Mama,  Phia 

and  Mr.  Bennet 

AYLA  ERDOS-STEINBERG 
Creative,  inspiring,  brilliant,  hilarious, 
compassionate,  loving,  beautiful,  stro  ng, 
supportive,  a   wonderful  sister,  a   precious 

daughter~you  rock!!  and  you  are  troubblleee  I   love 

you  tons!  xo  mam  abear  p.s.  tonight's  gonna  be  a 
good,  good  night.... 



ELIZABETH  HOGAN  LEINBACH 



Kristen  Ruane 

Krissy  - 
Always  remember  to... 
set  your  sights  high... 
keep  dreaming...  and  be 
yourself!! 
Congratulations! 
With  all  our  love, 

Mom  (and  Dad), 
Allie  &   Matt 

Tom  Miller 

Congratulations! 

Bess,  Kate, 

Mom  &   Dad 

W   ** 

V   if 

W   T"
' Jackie  Rocha 

Congratulations  Jackie! 
Best  of  luck  with  your 

future!  We  know  you 

will  be  successful! 

lots  of  love  Mom,  Mark, 

Mike,  and  Matt!! 

Stephanie  M.  Loughran 

Dear  Stephanie, 

Congratulations  on  your  graduation  from  BHS! 
You  take  with  you  your  memories  of  the  great 
times  and  experiences  at  BHS  and  your 
dreams  for  the  future.  We  know  that  you  will 
be  successful  with  whatever  you  do.  We  wish 
you  the  best  now  and  forever!  Love  always, 
Mom,  Dad,  Patrick  and  Kerry 



CONGRATULATIONS,  MIKE! 

Wo  arc  so  very 

proud  of  all  you 

have  accomplished 

and  of  the  young 

man  you  have 

become.  Enjoy 

yourself,  beep 

smiling  and 

celebrate.  You 

deserve  it. 

With  all  our  love. 

Mom,  Pad,  Johnny 
and  c?lna 

Mari  K.  Hadcett 

Tint  Is  smdiiq  [f®tc  must  ataufs  rw. wltx.  1/ou.  Oil  (Irak  tftjCUv  i|®«,  MjjtOi. 
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Wt  ksQt  if®n.  s©  mu£&!  Ce^atuJZatos  <   (S®©d  Luck  uv  C©to}e! 

HW  Pad.  Ttoid  Ara  <   Ani 

Xiaojing  "Annie"  Yang 
Congratulations!  JingJing, 

Love,  Mom  and  Dad 

We  are  so  proud  of  you.  We  still  cannot  believe 

our  sweet  little  girl  is  all  grown  up.  Just 
remember,  follow  your  heart,  believe  in  yourself, 
and  live  a   wonderful  life. 



Andrea  Meyer 

"Laugh  as  often  as  you  breathe." 

To  Andrea, 

with  love  from  all  of  us. 

Christine  Ramsey 
Tine, 

We  are  so  proud  of 
you.  You  are  such  a 
wonderful  daughter 
and  sister.  Good  luck 

to  you  and  the  entire 
class  of  2010! 
Thanks  BHS 

We  Love  You! 

Dad,  Mom,  Jim, 
Christine  and  Danny 



Ill  Memory  Of 

Forever  in  Our  Hearts 



Jessica  Chu 
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flight 
health  cAH^ 
-OR  AMERICA FOR 

flIOW: 

||  The  United  States  draws  closer  to 
providing  health  care  for  all  with  the 

passage  of  reform  bills  in  both  the 
House  and  the  Senate. 

Larry  Downing/Reuters/Landov 

Reuters  nm  /.ocksr'UndG'ii 
President  Obama  orders 

an  increase  in  troops  in 

Afghanistan  with  a   goal 

of  starting  to  withdraw 

forces  from  the  country 

in  July  201 1 . 

Haiti  s   earthquake  - 

with  a   magnitude  of 

7.0  -   is  declared  by  the 
United  Nations  as  the 

worst  disaster  it  has  ever 

confronted.  Aid  pours  in 

from  the  United  States 

and  around  the  world. 

A   University  of  Utah  study  finds 

that  texting  while  driving  can  be  up 

to  six  times  more  dangerous  than 

talking  on  a   phone  while  driving. 
« 

gallon  of  gas  in  2000:  SI  .26  Movie  ticket  price  in  2000:  S5.39 

2009:  S2.73  2009:  $7.35 

swivel.com.  consumeraffairs.com  boxofficemojo.com.  na 
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Belgian  Prime  Minister 
Herman  Van  Rompuy  is 

elected  the  first  president  of 
the  European  Council  (EU) 

under  the  Treaty  of  Lisbon. Yves  Hermany/Reuters/Landov 

i   Mario  Tama/Getty  Images  News 

The  H1N1  virus 

appears  to  affect teens  more  than 

typical  flu  viruses. Hand  sanitizer  is  a 

commonplace  sight 

in  classrooms  and 

other  public  spaces mj 
IS 

v0ni 

f   WELCOME  TO FORT  HOOD- 

ome  of  Amei^Vs  t Armored  C r   \   f 

/ 
Justin  Sullivao'Getty  Images 

o   America  honors  the  lives  of  1 3   innocent  victims 
w   of  a   tragic  shooting  spree  at  Fort  Hood,  Texas, 

in  November. 

In  efforts  to  make  General  Motors 

more  economically  viable,  the 

company  discontinues  the  Saturn 
brand  and  announces  plans  to 

phase  out  its  Pontiac  division. 

Unemployment  rate  in  2000:  4% 

2009:  10% 
U   S.  population  in  2000:  281  million 

2009:  305  million 

Facebook  users  2000:  0 

2009:  350  million 
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IsEdb  OROW The  number  of  first-time  visitors  to 

food  shelves  surges,  as  families 

cope  with  the  economic  recession. 

Food  banks  report  that  demand 

is  up  30  percent  on  average. 
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The  Armed  Forces 

Network  broadcasts 

five  NBA  games 

to  U.S.  troops  on 

Christmas  Day. 

The  NBA  gives 

the  AFN  broadcast 

rights  for  free. 
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Consumers  have 

more  alternative 

fuel  options  as  the 

number  of  biodiesel 

stations  continues 

to  grow  across  the 
United  States. 

4 
diesel 

PUMP  THE 
PUEl THAT 
PUMPS  UP 

OUR  COUNTRY 

IBIODIESEL 

O  
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October,  Breast  Cancer  Awareness 

Month,  pink  products  are  everywhere:  from 

printers  to  power  tools,  snowboards  to  golf 

balls,  blow  dryers  to  water  bottles. 
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fei  Students  protest  the  University  of 

w   California’s  32  percent  tuition  increase. 

Average  tuition  is  up  4.4  percent  for 

private  four-year  colleges  and  up  6.5 

percent  for  public  four-year  colleges. 

Teens  are  setting  an  example  for  their  parents,  with  56  percent 

of  teens  volunteering  to  support  a   charitable  cause. 

WAYS  TO  SAVE  ENERGY 

1   Turn  off  the  lights  when  no  one’s  in  the  room. 
2   Carry  a   reusable  tote  bag  when  you  go  shopping. 

3   Bike  or  walk  instead  of  driving. 

a   Get  a   reusable  metal  water  bottle, 

s   Unplug  and  shut  down  electronic  devices  when  not  in  use. 

6   Buy  music  online  instead  of  purchasing  CDs. 

1   Use  rechargeable  batteries  instead  of  disposables. 

8   Replace  standard  light  bulbs  with  compact  fluorescent  bulbs. 

9   In  winter,  turn  down  the  heat  and  wear  more  layers. 

to  In  summer,  set  your  air  conditioner  thermostat  to  72°  or  higher. 



At  the  Rose  Bowl  in  Pasadena, 

the  top-ranked  Alabama  Crimson 

Tide  defeats  the  second-ranked 

Texas  Longhorns  to  finish  the 

Bowl  Championship  Series. 

Sidney  Crosby  becomes  the 

youngest  captain  to  hoist 
the  Stanley  Cup  as  he  leads 

the  Pittsburgh  Penguins  to 

their  third  championship 

and  first  since  1992. 

Nancie  Battaglia/Sports  lllustrated/Gettv  Images 

Team  USA  heads  to 

Vancouver,  British 

Columbia,  for  the  Winter 

Olympics.  More  than 

200  athletes  represent 

the  United  States 

at  the  XXI  Olympic 

Winter  Games. 

The  New  Orleans  Saints 

beat  the  Indianapolis 

Colts  31-17  to  win 

Super  Bowl  XLIV,  their 

first  championship  title. 



Shaun  White  leads  a 

talented  roster  for 
the  2010  Olympic 

Snowboarding  Team 

that  also  includes  fellow 

I   gold  medalists  Kelly 

Clark,  Hannah 
 
Teter 

and  Seth  Wescott.
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Cameron  Spencer/Getty  In 

Minnesota  Twins  Joe 

Mauer  becames  only 

the  second  catcher  in 

33  years  to  win  the American  League 

Most  Valuable  Player 

Award,  finishing  first  in 

a   near-unanimous  vote. 

GAMES/EVENTS  OF  THE  DECADE 

2008  Wimbledon  final: 

Rafael  Nadal  vs.  Roger  Federer 

Super  Bowl  XLIII: 
Steelers  27,  Cardinals  23 

World  Series  2001,  Game  7: 

Diamondbacks  3,  Yankees  2 
2007  Fiesta  Bowl: 

Boise  State  43,  Oklahoma  42 

2006  Rose  Bowl: 
Texas  41 ,   USC  38 

2008  Olympics: 

100-meter  men's  butterfly,  Michael  Phelps 

2009  Big  East  tournament: 
Syracuse  127,  UConn  117  (6  OT) 

Super  Bowl  XLII: 
Giants  17,  Patriots  14 

2002  NBA  West  finals,  Game  7: 
Lakers  112,  Kings  106  (OT) 

2005  UEFA  Champions  League  final: 

Liverpool  beats  AC  Milan 

Brett  Favre  retires  from  retirement  ̂  

to  lead  the  Minnesota  Vikings. 

At  40,  Favre  continues  to  rewrite 

the  record  books,  including  the  most- 

consecutive  regular-season  games. 

At  the  12th  IAAF  World 

Championships  in  Berlin, 

Jamaican  sprinter  and  three-time 

Olympic  gold  medalist  Usain  Bolt 
beats  his  own  1 00-meter  and 
200-meter  world  records. 
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» g   After  the  release  of  their  fifth 

w   studio  album,  the  Black  Eyed 
Peas  launch  The  E.N.D.  World 

Tour,  with  stops  in  Australia, 

Japan,  Malaysia,  New  Zealand 
and  Thailand. 

o Taylor  Swift  has  an 
amazing  year  with 
four  CMA  Awards 

and  the  Grammy 

for  Best  Album  of 

the  Year. 

o   Mary  Mary’s  album  Praiseworthy reaches  No.1  on  Billboard’s 
Christian  &   Gospel  Album  Charts, 

No.  2   on  the  Top  R&B/Hip-Hop 

Chart  and  No.  7   on  the 

Billboard  Top  200. I 
I   Paramore  takes  home 

the  title  of  Favorite 

Rock  Band  at  the 

MTV's  People's  Choice 
Awards.  Lead  singer 

Hayley  Williams  kept 

in  touch  by  Tweeting 

with  fans  throughout 

the  awards  program. 
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o Glee  geeks  go  wild!  Volume  1 
of  the  Glee  soundtrack  features 

17  songs  from  the  hit  Fox  show 

about  a   struggling  high  school 

glee  club. 
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Michael  Jackson,  the 

legendary  King  of  Pop, 

dies  unexpectedly  at  the 

age  of  50,  just  weeks  before 
his  This  Is  It  world  tour  is  to  begin. 

Kevin  Mazu/Wireimage 

TOP  lO 

Alicia  Keys  guest 

stars  on  JayZ's 
album,  The  Blueprint 

3.  Their  joint  effort, “Empire  State  of 

Mind,"  is  one  of  the 

most  successful 

songs  of  the  year. 

Beyonce  broke the  record  for  a 

female  artist  at  the 

Grammys  with  six 
awards,  including 

Song  of  the  Year  and Best  Female  Pop 

Vocal  Performance. 

Fearless,  Taylor  Swift 

I   Dreamed  a   Dream,  Susan  Boyle 

Number  Ones,  Michael  Jackson 

The  Fame,  Lady  GaGa 

My  Christmas,  Andrea  Bocelli 

Hannah  Montana:  The  Movie  Soundtrack, 

Hannah  Montana 

The  E.N.D.,  Black  Eyed  Peas 

Relapse,  Eminem 

The  Blueprint  3,  Jay-Z 

Only  By  the  Night,  Kings  of  Leon 

Justin  Bieber  parlays  YouTube  fame 

into  a   record  deal.  A   crowd  of  more 

than  3,000  screaming  fans  forces  him 

to  cancel  an  appearance  at  a   Long 

mall 



A   new  generation 
discovers  the  Fab 

Four.  The  Beatles: 

Rock  Band  is  a 

smash  hit  among 

teens,  parents  and 

even  grandparents! 

New  Fox  hit  TV  show 

Glee  takes  home 

the  Golden  Globe 

for  Best  Musical  or 

Comedy  Television 

Series  over  such 

veteran  shows  as 

The  Office ,   30  Rock 

and  Entourage. 
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Sesame  Street,  the  legendary  PBS 

children’s  show,  celebrates  40  years 
of  ABCs  and  123s  with  the  likes  of 

Cookie  Monster,  Oscar  the  Grouch 

and  Big  Bird. 

6.  Killzone  2 

7   Call  of  Duty:  World  at  War 
8   Resident  Evil  5   (PS3) 

9   Halo  Wars 

lO  Street  Fighter  IV 
Source  cube  com 

©Paramount/courtesy  Everett  Collection 

Paul  Drinkwater/©NBC/courtesy  EVerett  Collection 

t.  Wii  Fit 
2.  Wii  Play 

3   Pokemon  Platinum  Version 

8.  Mario  Kart  Wii 

5   Resident  Evil  5   (Xbox  360) 

s   it 

After  just  seven 
months,  Conan 
O’Brien  receives  $45 

million  to  surrender 

his  position  as  host 
of  The  Tonight  Show 

after  NBC  decides 
to  return  Jay  Leno 

to  his  previous 
time  slot. 

Mitchell  Haaseth/©NBC/courtesy  Everett  Collection 



Sandra  Bullock  wins 

the  Golden  Globe  for 

Best  Actress  in  a   Motion 

Picture -Drama  for  her  ^ 

performance  in  The  Blind  Side, 

based  on  the  true  story  of  Baltimore 

Ravens  football  player  Michael  Oher. 

^OL  VERfHE 

After  two  weeks  of  limited 

sold-out  shows,  1   million 

moviegoers  submit  online 

requests  that  cause  the  nationwide 

release  of  Paranormal  Activity. 

Harry  Potter  and  the 
Half-Blood  Prince  raked 

in  the  biggest  midnight 

earnings  of  all  time, 

grossing  $22.2  million 
at  the  box  office. 
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This  Is  It,  a   film  about  the 

late  Michael  Jackson’s  tour 
rehearsals,  becomes  the 

world’s  highest-grossing 

concert  movie  and  documentary. 

In  just  41  days, 

James  Cameron’s Avatar  overtakes 

Titanic  to  become 

the  highest-grossing 

movie  ever  worldwide 

at  $1 .859  billion. 

Are  you  'Team  Jacob” or  ‘Team  Edward”? ‘Twihards”  around  the 

world  swoon  over  the 

supernatural  love 
triangle  in  The  Twilight 

Saga:  New  Moon. 

2000 
TOP  10  BOX  OFFICE  HIT  MOVIES 

How  the  Grinch  Stole  Christmas 

1. 

Avatar 
Cast  Away 

2. 

Transformers:  Revenge  of  the  Fallen 

Mission:  Impossible  II 

3. 

Harry  Potter  and  the  Half-Blood  Prince 
Gladiator 4. The  Twilight  Saga:  New  Moon 
What  Women  Want 5. 

Up 

The  Perfect  Storm 

6. 

The  Hangover 

Meet  the  Parents 7. Star  Trek 
X-Men 

8. 

The  Blind  Side 

Scary  Movie 

9. 

Alvin  and  the  Chipmunks:  The  Squeakquel 

What  Lies  Beneath 10. Monsters  l/s.  Aliens 

Boxoftlcemojo.com 



Snuggie,  the  blanket  with 
sleeves,  is  a   runaway  hit. 

The  company  introduces 

versions  for  kids  and 

pets  and  features  designer 

styles  in  a   fashion  show. 
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Graphic  tees,  worn  alone  or  paired  with  zip-front 

hoodies,  are  a   comfortable  way  to  make  a   style 

statement,  promote  your  favorite  band  and  express 

your  individuality. 

FASHION  TRENDS 

Skinny  jeans  B   Ani 

Big  '80s  shoulders  1   Ra 
Over-the-knee  boots  B   Rip 

Graphic  tees  9   '90 Hoodies  Fla 
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Quinceaneras,  the  Latin  American 

culture’s  coming-of-age  celebration 

on  a   girl’s  15th  birthday,  are  becoming 
larger  and  more  elaborate  like  Sweet 

1 6   parties. 

ft  ft  More  than  half 

w   (55  percent) 
of  Americans  ages 

12-17  use  social 

networking  websites. 

Now  you  can  carry 

a   whole  library  in  a 

device  the  size  of  a 

hardcover.  Consumers 

crave  readers  like 

Amazon’s  Kindle  and 

the  Sony  Reader. 

*5S Miknae 

M   k   In  January  2010, 
^   teen  employment 

rates  hit  a   record  low 

of  26.2  percent  due 

to  a   lack  of  entry-level 
jobs  available  at  the 

minimum  wage. 

o   Pass  the  potatoes,  please.  Busy  families 
are  cutting  back  on  expensive  take-out 

meals  and  making  time  to  sit  down  together 

for  healthier,  home-cooked  family  dinners. 
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You  have  brains  in  your  head  You  have  feet 
0   — •>  v   v<v  < 

in  your  shoes.  You  can  steer  yourself  any 

direction  you  choose.  You're  on  your  ownj^nd 
you  know  what  you  know.  And  YOU  are  the 

one  who'll  decide  where  to  go„" 
\   (   Dr  Seuss  (Oh,  the  Places  You'll  Go!) 






